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ACT ONE 
i~ '""''(" frc~. , /~~;,\ ~ 
ScENE: The living room of a pleasant, inexpensive little 
house. There is no distinction of architectural design, 
but someone with natural good taste has managed to 
make it look attractive and liveable on a very modest 
budget. There are some good prints on the walls. The 
hangings m·e cheerful, and the furniture, picked up 
through various bargains and inheritances, goes together 
to make a pleasing, informal atmosphere. 
The front door, opening onto a porch, is upstage 
Left, the outer wall jogg.ing into the room for a few 
f eet. The inside of this outer wall is lined with book- · 
shelves which continue around the corner to the fireplace 
in the Left wall. Below this fireplace is a stand with a 
radio-phonograph. In the Center of the rear wall, a bay 
window with ·window seat. This corner is used by the 
Turner family as a casual depository f,a,r visitors' hats . 
and coats, although they have also a coat-rail just inside 
the front door. In front of the bay window, a long table 
backs a comfortable sofa facing front. To the Right of 
the bay window are more book-shelves, a small landing, 
and a stairway running up and off Right. In the corner 
below the stair near the dining room door, a table up 
Right against stairs has been p1·epared today to serve as 
a temporary bar, with a tray, cocktail shaker, and two 
or three bottles and glasses. In the Right wall, two doors, 
the upper one leading to the dining room, the lower 
one to another porch and back yard. There are two small 
3 
A. 
------
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settees, one down Right, the other down Left near the 
fireplace. An arm-chair Right Center, a couple of small 
end or co flee tables, and one or two stmight chairs com-
plete the furnishings of the room. There are two or three 
vases of flowers, and the books and magazines which 
frequently litter this room have been put tidily away. 
PHONE : Ring. Ring. Ring. 
At the rise of the Curtain, the phone on table Right 
Center behind sofa is ringing. CLEOTA, a colored maid, 
enters from the dining room Right and answers it. 
CLEOTA. Professah Turner's res-i-dence- Who?- You 
got de wrong numbah- vVho ?- What you say? - Oh, 
Mistah Turner! No, he ain't heah. He jus' went out to 
buy some likkah- \Nho is dis call in' ? Y essuh. Y essuh. 
Ah doan' get dat, but Ah'll tell him Doctah Damon. Ah 
say Ah'll tell him. [Hangs up; starts for dining room.] 
ELLEN's VOICE. [Off upstairs. ] Who was it, Cleota? 
CLEOTA. It was Doctah Damon. [Crossing to stair land-
_Wg and looki1!g...Ji/2StCJ:iu...] He say he comin' ovah to see 
Mistah Turner or Mistah Turner come over to see him, 
or sumpin'. [Tun~s on LIGHTS ft:om wall switch Left 
of dining room door.] 
[LIGHT cue # 1.] 
~~~~~-? [[~~ea;~;e;nd::~:s2e};!-~a:v_g;:s c!~:te at~~~~: 
She is an extremely pretty young womanabout twenty-
nine or thi1•ty. Quick of speech and movement she has a 
ready smile and a sweetness of personality that warms 
the room. She is completely feminine and acts always 
from an emotional, not an intellectual stim.ulus.] 
[LIGHT cue # 2.] 
)(.'J~· 
~ . 
~· n·~  
j I 
J.,, I 
.• 
.. :.u. 
,<J 
' 
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CLEOTA. [From above down Right settee.] Doctah Da-
man doan talk up. He kinda muffles. 
ELLEN. [Picks up magazines on down L eft table. Cross-
ing up L eft to boo!?case with them.] I 'm afraid it's you 
that kind of muffles/ 
CLEOTA. Yessum. Miz Turner, ,Ah'nt!txin' them hor 
doves for the pahty Did you say put aem -black seed 
ones in de oven ? 
ELLEN. [At boo/lease.] Black seed ones? 
Cleota, you're not heating the caviar? 
CLEOTA. No'm, ah ain't heatin' it, but taste lak' sumpin' 
oughtta be done to it. 
' 
ELLEN. [Crossing up Right.] It's to be served cold. 
Here, you pick up the , of the magazines. I'll take a 
look at the canapes. [Exits to dining room.] 
CLEOTA. Yessum. Ah ain't no hand at 'em. People where 
Ah worked last jus' drank without eatin' anything. ~She 
comes down Right to magazines, settee down Right. 
Sound of whistling; TOMMY TURNER enters Left. H e is 
a young associate professor, thirty-three years old. He 
wears glasses, is rather more charming than handsome. 
His clothes are a little baggy. He has a way of disar-
ranging his hair w·ith his hands, so that he looks like a 
puzzled spaniel at t·imes. He is carrying ch1·ysanthemums 
and two bottles of liquor, wrapped in paper and tied with 
string. ] Oh, hello, Mr. Turner! ) 
TOMMY. [ .E._utting flowers and bottles on Sefa. ] Hello, 
Cleota! [Removes and hangs up coat ana hat.] 
----· 
CLEOTA. [Taking magaz·ines upstage bookcase up 
-
.._ ~in-~ ~ 
--- W 
---·- ~ UJ ~ (,/ l..tMo~~ 
w ~ ~ 
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Right Center.] You bettah not mess up dis room, 'cause 
dey is gueis com in'. 
TOMMY. All right, Cleota. I'll be good. 
TOMMY. Hello, Ellen! Those are for you. [Indicates 
his fl.o ers. ] · 
ELLEN. Oh, thank you, Tommy. They're lovely. [Sur-
veys the flowers.] 
TOMMY. The ones in the middle. 
ELLEN. Yes-
TOMMY. I got the liquor, too. 
ELLEN. [Taking_ TOMMY's flowers out of vase 
Did you get the right kind? [Picks up paper..;:.;,;:..;] ~~,. -
TOMMY. l got both kinds. 
[!1-LElli., ../lJJ.lS , pap ·~w-f!ru.a.liJs:t.~~.e-;~.bll!as~-  ....... ~~~J!E 
TOMMY to Right Center-picks up string Center.] 
ELLEN. Tommy, you're a house-wrecker, but you're nice. 
r] THE MALE ANIMAL 7 
[Kisses him...-c~l-£'1'-esst!'s up be#ter- to ofa,- ·- Pu-ts . 
fi&wers en sofa.] -
TOMMY. Did I do something right? 
ELLEN. Cleota-+J:.a!~es-vase .from table up Cente?·-
starts across for dining room door up Right.] Cleota, 
will you fill this vase with water, please? [Hands it to 
CLEOTA in doorway-comes to table Right behind sofa . ] 
What-6e€&me-of-4he book tha was on.this t-able? 
'FOMMY. That? Oh, I threw it in the waste-basket. It's 
lfrash. 
~liEN. [Rescuing book.] But you can't throw it ·away. 
W&lly gave it to Patricia. 
'f..o.M-M¥. Oh, he did? 
£LLEN. Besides·, it's -just the right color for this room. 
[~ICES oft-scene up Left. , ELLEN crosses Left tn up 
Ge-nter. sofa---tnc--ks u ... p flowers>] - -- --------~ 
PAT's VOICE. [Off-up L eft .] Oh, Wally, quit arguing! 
[DoM is o.jJe11.~cm T ba[ !?s in~0111!.-J I'm going 
to dinner with Mike, and then to the rally withyou. You --· 
can't feed me at the training table. [Hangs coat up on 
wall hooks. She is a pretty, lively girl of 19 or 20.] 
WALLY. [Appears in doorway. He is six-feet-one, and 
weighs r90 pounds, mostly muscle. He is full of energy 
and health, and not without a good deal of naive charm.] 
Aw, that guy Barnes! I don't see why you have to- Oh, 
how do you do, Mrs. Turner-Professor Turner? 
[LIGHT cue # 3.] 
TOMMY. Hello, Butch! 
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ELLEN. [Carries flowers to Center of upstage table.] 
That's Wally Myers. 
TOMMY. Oh, hello! - ··-· _ 
WALLY. [Crossing_itt,l.iw:P..QJ:J:L.lLsl.d- ] Oh, has Butch 
been coming here, too ? 
(40MM¥ CW.SS~6Wn-R,j,gl~-t.] 
PATRICIA. [Pushing WALLY.] Go on, get out of here, 
half-back. I have to get dressed. [& m-j'"es 'nto.-r-O.o.m-
cr-osses t ':'ight Center chair. f B:ey, Ellen, excited about 
seeing the great Ferguson, again? He just drove up to 
the Beta House in a Beusenberg! [Sits chair Right Cen-
ter.] Cf\ u,. ~ ·t~ • 
(<;LEOTA re-ente_rs with vase. ELLEN takes it. CLEOTA 
exits. ] -. · 
..._____._... 
ELLEN. Did you see him ? 
PATRICIA. No, ~ere tell·i:g me. Has he still got 
his hair? ~ 
ELLEN. [.d_rranging flowers ~Cen!:!!!:. table.] I haven't 
seen him in ten years. We'll soon find out. 
[TOMMY crosses to down Right.] 
WALLY. [Crosses to Left end up Center sofa.] Say, is he 
coming here? -- ~ X ;,._, '4 ~ 
ELLEN. Yes. Why don't you come back and meet him, 
Wally? You can tell him all about the game tomorrow. 
WALLY. Gee, thanks! But nobody could tell Joe Fergu-
son anything about a football game. He's all-time All-
American, you know. [Crosses to do-or up Left.] Well, 
UL 
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!:'jt, ;Y r/6 
"Pic~· J ~/I 
~ . ------
thanks, Mrs. Turner. I'll be back.' ee you later, Pat. 
[§xits u_p_ Left.] · 
PATRICIA. [Closes do r; then opens it and sticks head 
into room.] So long! [S-its chair Righi. Center. Takes 
bottle of nail-polish from her pocket book and starts-to 
fi:v-run in stocking.] 
TOMMY. [From down Right.] cDoes he mean that now 
Joe belongs to the ages, like Lincoln? [ .L.ighJs-eiga'l'eHe:] 
ELLEN. Urn-hum, in a way. 
TOMMY. [Ha piGked several magazines from bookcase 
up Right Center and is looking_ through them. Crossing 
bef to bookcase .. ] Well, suppose he has passed · into 
legend. I used to admire him mysel £-almost. 
ELLEN. [From up Center.] Pat, why don't you and Mi-
chael stay here for dinner? Supper, rather. It's just a bite. 
We're all going out to eat after the rally. 
PATRICIA. No, thanks. You know how Mike feels about 
Mr. Keller. He'd spit in his eye. 
TOMMY. [Crossing to down Left settee.] 
have to have Ed Keller to this party? 
hy do we 
ELLEN. Oh, Joe has to have someone to talk football 
with. Ed's his closest friend here. He practically paid 
Joe's way through college. You can stand the Kellers 
one night. [Pztts books from ztp Center table in up Right 
Center bookcase. ] 
TOMMY. Just barely. I don't know how to entertain trus-
tees. [Sits settee Left~] 
PATRICIA. Well, you'd better be entertaining tonight 
. 
f 
~ 
/ f . 
. • , ~ ,/ 
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with the great Ferguson coming. [Rises; crossing up 
Right to stair landing.] Weren't you engaged to him 
once, Ellen ? 
ELLEN. Not officially. Just for fun. 
PATRICIA. [Starting ttP stairs.] Baby, that can be dan-
gerous, too ( [E.nts.] 
[ J'&l'lf:'M''i-has-ftound-an ·artiel in (( Uair-pe J .s:!...an-d rS"Tead -
-ing-:-] . 
ELLEN. [Arranging flowers up Center.] Oh, DeanDa-
mon phoned, Tommy. 
TOMMY. What'd he want? 
ELLEN . I don't know. Cleota answered the phone. 
TOMMY. Oh-1:see- Oh, I'll bet I know. I saw the Dean 
this morning. What do you think? 
ELLEN. Oh, I don't know- Oh, Tommy, you don't 
mean-? 
TOMMY. Yes, I do. 
ELLEN. [Crossing down Left to TOMMY and kissing his 
forehead.] Oh Tommy, that's wonderful! It's three 
hundred and fty more a year, isn't it? 
TOMMY. Five hundred! I'm no piker. 
ELLEN. Well, you certainly deserve it. 
TOMMY. Now I can get you that fur coat next February. 
People must think I let you freeze in the winter. 
ELLEN. [Crossing up Center to table.] No, they don't. 
And, don't worry about me- [At flower s.l You need 
(/ ,. 
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some new things, yourself.----fL ove the flow~rs, Tommy. 
Uk 
.-· J~ · 
And this promotion couldn't have come d ti a ben d:rv---·--...: 
for me. l{o you know what day it is? [Crossing Right.] 
[LIG~atlJ'~tl.Start stay X~ray down.] · 
TOMMY. Friday, isn't it ?fl17W~h-y-::?---·---- - ----- -
ELLEN. Oh, nothing-never mind. -l.Qown Right. 
Glances around room. Throws string from-tr:owers-i1 
waste-basket.] ~at became of all the match-boxes? 
[Crossing Left to T1JM:·M~..J I had one in each ash tray. 
--TOMMY. [She is digging in his p~s-:j-I .h ven't seen 
any match-boxes. S.he finds two. He smiles QUutiili.L__ 
Say, you look very pretty tonight. That's a new dress, -----
isn't it? 
ELLEN. [Right of Left settee.] No- It's my hair that's 
bothering you. It's done a new way-
TOMMY. Doesn't bother me. I like it. 
ELLEN. [Looking around.] One more. 
TOMMY. Oh, you exaggerate this match-box thing. Oh! ~ 1J;:;..... 
Hands her one. ELLEN crosses and uts it on table up'1... T3 oc Kt:Mi_ {?. ~ -~ "(( ~ 
Center. I <"%'ght to take you out to dinner more ana . r;, LC e-J N~ 
show you off. ~I.A 
ELLEN. [Up Center table.] Well, we're going out tonight -- ·-. 7 o.r>oJ 
after the rally. 
TOMMY. I mean just the two of us. Tonight will be just 
like old times. Remember how Joe was always homing 
in on our dinner dates? I don't believe we ever had 
one that he didn't come over and diagram the Washing-
ton Monument play or something on the tablecloth with 
a pencil. 
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ELLEN. [Crossing Right to Right end of table.] Statue 
of Liberty play, darling. 
TOMMY. He was always coming. I never saw him going. 
ELLEN. There's still one missing. ~si~to 
~ TQMoM .j -- --
TOMMY. I haven't got it- [Finds match-box.] I'll bet 
Joe does something to get his wife down. Probably 
cleans his guns with doilies. [ELLEN crossing Right puts 
box on down Right table.] Clumsy guy. Always knock-
ing knives and forks on the floor. 
ELLEN. He wasn't clumsy. He was very graceful. [ Crl).fS-
ing to up ight Center bookcase, fixes books.] He was 
a swell dancer. 
TOMMY. I remember he got the first and the last dance 
with you, the last time we all went to a dance together. 
ELLEN. Phi Psi Christmas dance, wasn't it? 
TOMMY. No, the May Dance. Out at the Trowbridge -
Farm. Remember how it rained? 
ELLEN. [Crosses down to Right table.] I remember I 
had the last dance with Joe because you disappeared 
somewhere. 
TOMMY. No, I was watching-from behind some ferns. 
ELLEN. [Fixes flowers .] They played "Three O'Clock 
in the Morning" and "Who"? --It was a lovely night, 
wasn't it? 
TOMMY. No, it poured down. [Rises; crossing up Left 
to bookcase.] You and Joe were dancing out on the ter-
race when it started. You both got soaked, but you kept 
right on dancing. 
I 
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ELLEN. [Down L eft to coffee table-straightens it. 
Picks up magazine.] Oh, yes, I remember. My dress was 
ruined. 
TOMMY. [Crossing to Left Center.] You were shining 
wet-like Venus and Triton. 
ELLEN. Why didn't you cut in? [Crossing up Left to 
bookcase with magazines from down Left table; puts 00 . .,. 
them in bookcase.] 1 ~ 
TOMMY. I had a cold. Besides, my feet hurt. [Crossing -~ • , . . .-1 
to up Right platform .. ] I'll dress. fJJOORBELL rings.] ------- • ~ o1.;:; 
1
 .~1 .; ')~ 
I hope he isn't here already. l't -; ~ ~ ~ "q-W'I.-:JioOII.ozo 
~ ~ a'13A . ~ ~ t) 'tJ ~ 
[ELLEN admits DAMON and MICHAEL. DAMON, the head 
of the English Departwtent, is a tall, thin, distinguished-
looking man of som.e 65 years. He has gray hair, eyes 
capable of twin!?ling through glasses whose rims he has 
a habit of peering over. He tal!?s slowly, selecting his 
words, in a voice at once compelling and humorous. He 
often hesitates, peers o·ver his glasses before saying the 
last word of a phrase or a sentence. MICHAEL BARNES is 
a Senior in the Arts College, an intensely serious young 
man and a fine literary student. The older people who 
surround him find his youthful grimness about life's 
problems sometimes amusing, but more frequently 
alarming.] 
ELLEN. Oh, come in, Doctor Damon . ..,...._ _ _ _ __ _ 
MICHAEL. How do you do, sir? l Crosses down Left to 
radio cabinet.] ------_ _ 
DAMON. [Crossing to TOMMY.] Hello, Thomas! 
ELLEN. [Crossing door.] Where's Mrs. Damon? 
~'</IJ}~ 
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DAMON. [Crossing down to Center. ] I shall pick her up 
3.nd bring her along shortly for the festivities. This is 
in the nature of an unofficial call. 
TOMMY. [Crossing down Left to MICHAEL.] Hello, .. 
Michael! You both look a little grim. Has anything hap-
--. pened? -· --- ·-· · 
DAMON . [Showing paper.] Michael has written another 
--
of his fiery editorials. -----
-------
PATRICIA. [Runs down thestairs. Ellen, did you see 
my-oh! How do you do, Doctor Dam . . i Michael ! 
MICHAEL. H 'lo! [Crosses upstage. ] 
DAMON. Sit down, my dear. [PATRICIA sits L eft e11d of 
settee Right. MICHAEL crosses own beft.] 1 have here 
an editorial written by Michael for The Lit, which comes 
out tomorrow. Perhaps, to save time, one of us should 
read it aloud- [Reading .] "When this so-called U ni-
versity forces such men out of its faculty as Professor 
Kennedy, EEbLE sits down Left. TOMMY r:rosse~ to up ~enter:] Professor Sykes, and Professor Chap- -
man, because they have been ignorantly called Reds, it 
surrenders its right to be called a seat of learning. It 
admits that it is nothing more nor less than a training 
school-you will recognize the voice of our good 
friend, Hutchins, of Chicago-a training school for 
bond salesmen, farmers, real-estate dealers, and ambu-
lance chasers . It announces to the world that its faculty 
is subservient-" [DAMON peers over glasses at 
MICHAEL.) 
MICHAEL. [Is pacing up and down Left. Crossi1~g Right 
to DAMON.] Oh. I didn't mean you, of ceurse, Doctor 
Damon. 
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..._....----- . 
DAMON. "-that it~ faculty is subservient to its trustees, 
and that it~ trustees represent a political viewpoint which 
must finally emerge under its proper name, which is-
Fascism." 
[ToMMY sits up Center sofa.] 
PATRICIA. [From down R ight. Rising.] Oh, Michael! 
There you go again ! 
DAMON. [A step to her.] Wait till you hear where he 
has actually gone. 
[MICHAEL crosses to bookcase up Right Center.] 
PATRICIA. Isn't that all? 
DAMON. Unhappily, there is more . . 
[TOMMY lights cigarette.] 
PATRICIA. [Sits.] Oh, Lord! 
DAMON. [Crosses Center.] "These professors were not 
Reds. They were distinguished liberals. Let us thank 
God that we still have one man left who is going ahead 
teaching what he believes should be taught." 
TOMMY. [_Lights cigarette.] Who's that? 
[MICHAEL crosses down.] 
DAMON. "He is not afraid to bring up even the Sacco-
Vanzetti case. He has read to his classes on the same 
day Vanzetti's last statement and Lincoln's letter to Mrs. 
Bixby." I hope we are not alienating the many friends 
of Abraham Lincoln. "The hounds of bigotry and 
[TOMMY rises, crosses Right to DAMON. MICHAEL 
crosses up.] reaction will, of course, be set upon the trail 
• 
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of this courageous teacher, but, if they think they are 
merely on the spoor of a lamb they are destined to the 
same disappointment as the hunters who in chasing the 
wild boar, came accidentally upon a tigress and her cubs. 
[ELLEN looks at MICHAEL.] Our hats are off to Profes-
sor Thomas Turner of the English Department." That's 
all. 
ELLEN. Tommy? 
TOMMY. Michael, I think you might have consulted me 
about this. [Crosses to MICHAEL at up Left Center.] 
PATRICIA. [Rises.] Michael, you fool! They'll kick you _ _ ~ ..J XC 
out of school for this-and Tommy toor-------
ELLEN. You never told me you had brought up the Sacco-
Vanzetti case in your classes, Tommy. 
DAMON. [Crossing to TOMMY.] Yes, just what is this 
V anzetti letter you have read? 
TOMMY. I haven't read it yet. 
MICHAEL. When you told me the other day you were 
going to read it, I thought you meant that day. 
TOMMY. No, Michael. I just meant some day. But I was 
talking to you as a friend, I was not giving an interview 
to an editor. 
ELLEN. But why were you going to read this letter, 
Tommy? 
[MICHAEL crosses Left to bookcase; then down Left.] 
TOMMY. Because it's a fine piece of English composition, 
and I'm teaching a class in English composition. An oh-
. 
_ .. ·'I 
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scure little class. I don't want any publicity, Michael. I 
just want to be left alone. 
ELLEN. But nobody thinks of Vanzetti as a writer, 
Tommy. · 
TOMMY. It happens that he developed into an extraor-
dinary writer. [Crossing to DAMON.] I don't think you 
could help being interested in the letter yourself, Doctor 
Damon. 
DAMON. You would be surprised at my strength of will 
in these matters, Thomas. What I am interested in is 
preserving some air of academic calm here at Midwest-
ern-
PATRICIA. [Crossing to Right Center.] tYou don't want 
to get Tommy kicked out of school, do you, Michael? 
MICHAEL. No. I didn't think of that. [Crouiruz to Left 
Center.] I thought Mr. Turner was about the only man 
we had left who would read whatever he wanted to to 
his classes. [Up to TOMMY.] I thought he was the one 
man who would stand up to these stadium builders. 
[DAMON crosses to up Center.] 
TOMMY. [At Left Center.] I'm not standing up to any-
one, Michael. I'm not challenging anyone. This is just 
an innocent little piece I wanted to read. 
[MICHAEL crosses up Left to bookcase, then down-
stage. J 
ELLEN. [Rises. Crossing to TOMMY.] I'm sure this piece 
must be fine, Tommy, but you can't read it now. Keller 
and the other trustees kicked Don Chapman out last 
month for doing things just as harmless as this. [Turn-
-~ 
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ing to MICHAEL.] You'll have to change that editorial, 
Michael. 
[TOMMY crosses Right.] 
MICHAEL. I can't. The magazines were run off the 
presses last night. They've already been delivered to the 
news stands. 
. ~ 
DAMON . They go on sale in the morning.~ing Left 
to ELLEN.] I think that our-er-tigress he  ... 
to issue a denial tomorrow. After all, he hasn't read it ..._ ~ 
yet. (:t--J J.:z1.U 
ELLEN. [Crossing to TOMMY.] Yes, and you mustn't 
read it now. 
PATRICIA. [Crossing Left to DAMON.] Will Michael be 
kicked out of school, Doctor Damon? I 
[TOMMY sits Right settee.] 
DAMON. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof, my 
dear. [Crosses up. Gets hat.] 
PATRICIA. (Crossing down Left to MICHAEL.] There! 
You see- · 
DAMON. [Crossing down to TOMMY.] Qf course I quite 
understand how you meant to pr ' 'ent this letter, 
Thomas; but our good friend Mr. }Ler would not. 
[TOMM Y sta1'ts to speak. DAMON stops hi . ,Do not un-
derestimate Mr. Edward K. Keller. He ro like the 
juggernaut over the careers of young professors. 
TOMMY. I know. 
DAMON. [Crossing up Left to door.] Since he must be 
,I 
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with us tonight let us confine our conversation to the 
-woeful inadequacies of the Illinois team. 
TOMMY. [-!?ising.] It isn't Illinois we're playing-it'i 
Michigan. · · · · - ....... _... 
[LIGHT cue# 4· Sneak balconies up.] 
DAMON. Oh, I must remember that. ei.::.:t ""---
PATRICIA. [Down Left.] There, you see! You will be 
kicked out. 
MICHAEL. He didn't say,~t1~1a;:;.:;t-.. ---
PATRICIA. Yes, he did. You needn't bother to come back 
for me, Michael. [Crossmg towards stairs.] I'm staying 
here for supper. [Runs up stairs.] 
MICHAEL. [Crossing to Left Center.] I see. I'm sorry, 
Mr. Turner. I guess I got-well-carried away. 
TOMMY. [C1'0ssing Left to MICHAEL.) I know, Michael. 
Sometimes, when I see that light in you .. e I wish I 
could be carried away too. 
MICHAEL. Yes sir. [Exits up Left. Slight pause.] 
TOMMY. J Crossing up Left a few steps after him.] 
Well-
ELLEN. [Crossing to TOMMY Left Center.] I'm sorry, 
Tommy. 
TOMMY. Oh it's all right. Maybe I can read this thing 
later on, after all the fuss quiets down-say next spring. 
ELLEN. It would still be dangerous. 
---y l (I• J 
TOMMY. [Crossing up Right.] Yes, I guess it would. --- v ~ 
[Turns back to ELLEN. ] I know I'm not a tiger, but I - ..;:;.~ . 
don't like to be thought of as a pussy-cat either. ~ r f"'Y.I 
.... 
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ELLEN. It's getting late. "'rervss~ng Right to TOMMY1 
You'd better go and put on that gray suit I laid out for 
you. [Crossing L eft Center.] And be sure your socks 
are right side out, and Tommy-don't try to be a tiger 
in front of Ed Keller. 
TOMMY. [At stair landing.] I won't. I'm scared of those · 
Neanderthal men. I'll talk about football. 
ELLEN. Thank you, darling. [Crossing Left to mantel.] 
That's swell. You know how Joe is-always cheerful. 
And we do want it to be a good party. [Straightens man-
tel.] 
TOMMY. I'll be cheerful~ I'll be merry and bright. ['11 be 
the most cheerful son-of-a-gun i11 this part of the coun~ 
try. e sin s as he ex its u the stairs.] 
"Who s a rat o the Big Bad WMo~f?-------­
The Big Bad Wolf? 
The Big Bad Wolf ? 
Who's afraid tum-tee-ump-" 
[ELLEN looks after him doubtfully. DOORBELL 
rings.] 
ELLEN. [Calling upstairs.] Hurry, Tommy! They're 
here! [.Grosses to Left door; admits JOE FERGUSON,fol-
lowed by WALLY MYERS.) Hello, Joe! 
JOE. Ellen, darling! How are you Gosh, you look great! 
Why, you're younger and prettier than ever! If I were 
a braver man, I'd kiss you.pog~one it, I will\iss_you! 
[Kisses her on cheek, hugs~fts her off the floor- -. 
whirls her down to Center. JOE i bjg, handsome, suc-
cessful, and pleasing, about 35.] 
[WALLY closes door-stands up Left Center.] 
X .. 
~ """ -'--"''-
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ELLEN. It's terribly nice to see you again, Joe. , If I were 
a younger woman, I'd say it's been all of ten years. 
JOE. [Crossing ztp to sofa ,· puts box of flowers down.] 
Gosh,' this is swell! Where's the great Thomas? 
ELLEN. z ommy will be right down. I see Wally found 
you-so you've met? 
[JOE crosses to WALLY, who helps him take off coat and 
hangs it on hook.] 
JOE. Y eh. We joined forces outside. [ Thanhs wALLY.] 
ELLEN. Come on over here and sit down. [Crossing to 
down L eft settee and sitting Left end.] 
JOE. I forgot to ask you Wally, who's going in at the 
other half tomorrow? Stalenkiwiecz? 
WALLY. No, sir. Wierasocka. 
JOE. Oh, is he? 
WALLY. Yeh. He's a Beta. From Oregon. 
JOE. Oh, yeh-yeh, I know him. 
wALLY. [Crossing and sitting Center down Left settee.] 
Stalenkiwiecz is laid up. They think he's got whooping 
cough. 
JOE. That's bad! [Crossing down Left.-To ELLEN. 
Looking for room on settee.] r've got a thousand fish on 
that game. [Sits Right end settece. l 's ve_r1_crowded.] 
WALLY. I think it's safe, all right, Mr. Ferguson, but 
I wish we had you. Stalenkiwiecz, Wierasocka, Myers 
and Whirling Joe Ferguson. 
ELLEN. Do they still call you that, Joe? 
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JOE. Oh, sure, remember how-
WALLY. Say, he was the greatest open-field runner there 
ever wa~. 
ELLEN. Ye~, Joe. How doe~ it happen you've never 
even-
WALLY. Why, you made Red Grange look like a cripple. 
JOE. Aw, they say you're not so bad yourself. Say Ellen, 
how's-
WALLY. Aw, I'm just fair, that's all. [Eroduces a_cliP;.. 
fliJ.J. CJ.. fr.a1n. coqL pockUJ This is what Grantland Rice 
said about me. [Hands it to JOE.] 
JOE. Yeh.-Too bad this is Wally's last year. We're 
going to miss him-eh, Ellen? 
ELLEN. Have you got anything to do, Wally? 
WALLY. Well-the Coach wants me to help him with the 
back-field next season. Not much money in it, of course. 
JOE. [Hands clipping back to WALLY.] Well, if you 
want my advice, don't go in for coaching. I had a sweet 
offer from Cincinnati in 'Twenty-nine. Remember that, 
Ellen? 
E LLEN. I remember very well. Do you remember when-
WALLY. Nineteen twenty-nine! [Leaning forward medi-
tatively.]-! was only twelve years old then-
TOMMY. [Comes downstairs. Crossing_ to JO&.,] Hello, 
Joe ! It's nice to see you again ! ' 
JOE. Rises. Crossing to him. WALLY rises.] Tommy, 
old man, ow are you. Ten years! eacliing must be 
.. 
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good for you. And Ellen, here, looks liLe a million 
bucks! That reminds me-l came laden with gifts. - ---
[Turns and altnost runs into WALLY. He goes and gets 
flowers up Center sofa.] These are a few flowering 
weeds- [Crosses to ELLEN.] 
[WALLY still behind JOE.] 
ELLEN. [F1·om Left settee.] Thank you, Joe. They're 
lovely. Tommy, will you call - t . -
[wALLY leans over back of settee Left.] 
TOMMY. Sure! [Goes into dining room, calls.] Cleota! 
ELLEN. It's fun to get flowers. Very festive. 
JOE. Oh~t's ?o~hing much, but I wanted you to know 
I rememot!retl-the reat day. Think I'd forget it was 
your birthday? - ·· · · 
ELLEN. You never used to, [TOMMY re-enters: ELLEN 
crosses to Center and meets TOMMY.] Tommy gave me 
some flowering weeds, too-~~ birthday. 
TOMMY. For your-oh-yes- Not such nice ones, I'm 
afraid. [To ELLEN.] I'm a lucky man. [Turns back. She 
pats his hand.] 
[~LEOTA enterL_to ELLEN i '[!!}n dining room.] 
ELLEN. Will you find something to put these in, Cleota? 
. - . 
CLEOTA. [Sighs .] Yassum. Ah guess Ah'll hafta put 'em 
in de sink wit dat ice. [Exits to dining room.] 
JOE. Bo , it's sure great to be here! [Crossing down 
Left.] 
[wALLY crosses around down Left to fireplace bench.] 
-
, I ), 
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TOMMY. It's nice to have you.-Staying long? 
I 
~---JOE. Got to be in Washington next week. [Noticing 
bookcases.] Well, Tommy, I see you've still got a lot 
of books. 
TOMMY. Oh, yes. 
JOE. You know I never get a chance to read books. [Sits 
Left settee. 
WALLY. Say, you must have a swell job! [Sits on bench 
front of fireptdce. 
[ELLEN crosses to L eft Center.] 
JOE. By the time I get through at night, I'm lucky if I 
can keep up with what's going on in the world. Way 
things are changing, you gotta do that. I take fifteen 
magazines. That keeps me busy. 
1 ~1-{1-
ELLEN [ rosses to TOMMY. T akes his arm_]~- · 
Tommy's had several articles in Harper's and the At-
lantic. 
JOE. No! Say, that's fine! But you'll have to boil them 
down to The R eader's Digest to reach me, Tommy. 
[JOE and WALLY laugh.] You know, that's a great little 
magazme. 
TOMMY. Do you like buillon cubes? 
ELLEN. [Hurrying him out.] Tommy, you'd better 
make a drink. 
TOMMY. [Crossing below her to up Right door.] Yes. We 
have a lot of celebrating to do. [Crosses into dining r!?om 
calling "Cleota."] . 
ELLEN. How've you been, Joe? [Sits ne:ct to JOE.] 
C/7'/fek Oil/ 
) 
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JOE. Fine, except for a little sinus trouble. 
WALLY. You know, Mrs. Turner, I recognized him 
right away from that big picture in the gym. 
[TOMMY_re-enters with bo.wl of ice. Crosses to up Right 
table,· mixes drinks.] 
ELLEN. That's fine. How's Brenda? I meant to ask be-
fore. 
JOE. Fine! Great! Little heavier, maybe. We're being 
divorced, you know. · 
ELLEN. But I didn't know. Oh, Joe, I'm sorry. 
JOE. Nothing to be sorry about. It's just one of those 
things . . 
(JOE and WALLY laugh.] 
TOMMY. [From up Right.] What's the matter? 
ELLEN. Joe and his wife are breaking up. 
TOMMY. Oh, that's too bad. 
JOE. No, it's all fine. We're both taking it in our stride. 
Took her'ourto-ct1nnedasrweek---'a:long with her new 
boy friend. 
[ WALLY takes this big-very funny.] 
TOMMY. Wasn't that rather complicated? 
ELLEN. Oh, you're not up to date, Tommy. That's the 
modern way of doing things. 
JOE. Sure ! Take it in your stride. Gosh, Ellen, I can't 
take my eyes off}rtm:---[-Tlri.Lk_cute so WALLY laughs 
again. JOE notices TOMMY watch-,mg. - Nice littl plaGe -- ____ _ 
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you got here.- rRzsJ.?s.rNeed any help, ommy.!' a---. 
demon on Manhattans. [Crosses above L eft .retteL,to ~ 
TOMMY up Right. ] 
TOMMY. I'm all right, thanks. 
JOE. [.Crossing do·wn Ri[!ht.] I hope that's Ed, the old 
scoundrel. ' 
ELLEN. [Goes to the door Left and admits the DAMONs.] 
I'm so glad- Hello, Mrs. Damon! 
BLANCHE. [Entering.] Hello, Ellen dear! Ro 
~ttrne-r? 
[wALLY rises. ] 
Q)'QJ.l 
ELLEN. [Coming down with BLANCHE.] You must know 
Joe Ferguson. 
BLANCHE. Oh, of course! 
ELLEN. This is Mrs. Damon, Joe. You remember Dean 
Damon? 
JOE. Yes indeed! Nice to see you again, sir. 
DAMON. [Crossing to him and shaking hands.] Back for 
the slaughter of the-uh-Michigan innocents, eh? 
JOE. That's right. 
[ELLEN and BLANCHE have crossed down Left to 
WALLY. DAMON crosses up; puts coat on up Left chair; 
hat on up Center table.] 
ELLEN. Mrs. Damon, may I present Mr. Myers? 
BLANCHE. Oh, yes of course we all know about our great 
fullback. 
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[TOMMY gives away cocktails. JOE gets cocktail from 
TOMMY. ] 
WALLY. How do you do? 
ELLEN. Let me help you with your coat. 
BLANCHE. Thank you, dear. [To WALLY.] Tell me, are 
you nervous about the game ? 
WALLY. No, ma'am. 
BLANCHE. Not the least little bit? 
WALLY. No, ma'am. 
BLANCHE. That's nice.JSits down Left.] 
DAMON. [Crossing Right to JOE.] I remember you not 
only from the gridiron but from my- Shakesp~~t:e class. 
You slept very quietly. 
JOE. ou know, I never did finish reading Hamlet. I 
always ondered how that came out. [He laughs 
heartily.] 
[DAMON laughs politely.] 
TOMMY. [Crossing Left with two cocktails.] Does any-
body mind a Manhattan? 
BLANCHE. Oh, Ellen! Could we have sherry? 
ELLEN. Certainly. Tommy- _ 
TOMMY. Sherry coming right up. Crossing down Left 
to WALLY.] Here, Wally. [Gives him rT'H"""..r.n·.u 
WALLY. No, thanks. I'm in training. 
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TOMMY. [Crossing to DAMON.] Well, just hold it. 
(WALLY puts glass down on down Left table. ] Sherry 
for you too, Doctor Damon? 
DAMON. When Mrs. Damon says we, she . means me. 
Sherry, thanks. , 
-·--. 
[TOMMY crosses up Righl._f!AMON crosse; down L eft ·lo 
BLANCHE, then up to bookcase Left.] 
BLANCHE. [Drinking other cocktail.] A little sherry is 
such fun. [wALLY offers her cigarette from box on cof-
fee table.] No thanks, I'll smoke my "Spuds" ! [She 
does.] ' 
[WALLY lights BLANCHE's cigarette.] 
PATRICIA. [ f' oming downstairs.] Hello, everybody! 
[General "hellos!"] 
ELLEN. [Brings her down to JOE.] This is my sister 
Patricia. 
PATRICIA. How do you do? 
JOE. [Admiring her.] How do you do'? My goodness! 
Why, you're as big an tty as your sister. How about 
a drink? 
-- - ..__._______ . 
PATRICIA. No, thanks. [To ELLEN, crosses Center.] Still - ~ 
has his hair. [TOMMY looks up at this. PATRICIA, cross-
ing to WALLY.]~llo, Wally! 
[TOMMY pours sherry for DAMONS.] ~ 'f._.~ W ~ 
WALLY. Hi, Pat! Look, can I pick you up at Hennick's 
a little earlier? 
I 
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PATRICIA. I'm not going to Hennick's. I'm eatinghere. 
That date's off. 
WALLY. [Crossing to PATRICIA. ] With Barne!l? Say, 
that's swell. [Smacks PATRICIA on the bar:.k,-a1121QJt 
~nocki1zq her down. Crosses to LLEN .I got to run 
along, Mrs. Turner. Nice party. [Shakes ELLEN's hahd 
heartily. Crosses to JOE.] Glad I met you, Joe-I mean, 
Mr. Ferguson. [They shake hands.] I'll be seeing you. 
Goodbye, everybody! I'll go out the back way. [Exits 
down Right.] 
JOE. Take it easy, old man . . Don't break a leg on me. 
Remember, I've got a thou and_ fish on that game. 
[Follows WALLY out.] 
WALLY. (Off.] I won't. 
BLANCHE. He's a handsome boy1 Patricia. [DOOR-
BELL rings.] And seems very healthy. 
PATRICIA. I have to keep in training for him. [Crosses 
to fireplace . Sits down stage end of bench.] · ---·-
[TOMMY crosses up L eft to door. DAMON sits upper end 
fireplace bench.] 
TOMMY. I'll get it. 
[The KELLERS come into the room. ED KELLER is a big, 
lottd, slightly bald man of about thirty-eight, heavy 
around the middle. H e is a prospe1'0Us real-estate man, 
owns the Keller Building, is a trustee and as such, the 
biggest voice and strongest hand on the Board. MYRTLE 
KELLER, also in her late thirties, dresses well and is not 
bad-looking, was once pretty, but is now a slightly faded 
blonde.] 
c! ll - (;-/( 0 ) y' 
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ED. Hello, Ellen! Hi, Turner! Where is hej [Passes 
TOMMY faSt;' withoul han dshake: ·JOE reappears,· ED 
comes down and meets JOE R ight Center. This is a typi-
cal meeting between two old friends of · the hale-and-
hearty, back-slapping variety who haven't met for years.] 
Hiya, you old rascal ! Hahya, boy? 
JOE. Running to meet him, so that_t!My clit£ch in the _ 
rn_~d~le of t!y,e room)~ugging, sfapping .backs, etc. ELLEN 
is helping M~R~LE. ~ake off her coat up L eft.] Hello, you 
old soii-of~a-gun! Ho;., ·are you~ Ed? (Crosses to MYR-
TLE.] Hello, Myrtle! Gosh, I'm glad to see you! [Hugs 
her.] k 
' 
MYRTLE. [Screams.] I'm glad to see you, too! Ellen-
JOE. [Back to ED.] Gee, you're looking swell, Ed, old 
e;.. 
---o-tt 
boy, old boy! 
ED. Judas Priest,this is sw~ll!._How a~~-you ~~y~~:f., .-- f.J ~~ 
Joe? [Resumes back-slapping.] 
[The MEN's voices predominate during the following .] 
JOE. Fine! Swell! Never 
better. You've put on a lit-
tle weight, eh, Eddie? And 
what's happened to the 
crowning glory? 
ED. Worry : real-estate, 
1 HE< Roosevelt. Wonder I got 
C.o/..b '0/Jt-'11.. · 1 ft any e . · 
[ED take'>au coat and hat. 
TOMMY put . hem on win-
dow seat.] 
MYRTLE. How do you do, 
Doctor Damon? How do 
you do, Mrs. Damon? 
Haven't seen you in a long, 
long time. Hello, Patricia 
- Oh, quiet down! Ed! 
[Sits down L eft.] Are we 
late, Ellen? 
ELLEN. Not at all. Just in 
time for the canapes. [Puts 
MYRTLE's coat up Left 
chair.l 
1.. 
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JOE. How long's it been, 
Ed? Seven, eight years, 
isn't it? 
ED. Eight, anyway. 
[TOMMY crosses down Right.] 
3! 
ELLEN. [Crosses to ED.] Look, you two, will you break 
it up and say hello to people? 
ED. All right, Ellen, ut it sure is fine to see The Whirler 
again. [Crossing L eft to DAMON. ] How do you do, 
Doctor Damon? Not drinking straight Scotch, I hope ? 
[JOE moves down Right. ELLEN goes up R ight for 
drinks.] 
DAMON. [Rising. ] If I did that, my stomach-and Mrs. 
Damon-would punish me severely. 
ELLEN. [Crossing L eft to ED. ] Won't you have a cock-
tail, Ed? [Crosses to ED with drink.] 
ED. [Moves to up Right Center. Thanks. 
----
-
, 
-"5 
JOE. [Down Right. ] ~ay, this is Ellens 5irtffilay. ow-·- V ~ Ln A ! · · 
about a little toast? ------ '" · 'tfi. 
------------ ' ~ ----x ~ ~~J · [DA M ON crosses to Left bookcase.] 
TOMMY. Well, till ' p .. [Pours drinks, one for him-
self. Sits down Right.] 
ED. [Crossing Center.] Well, happy birthday, Ellen! 
[They drink; ED starts the "Happy Birthday To You" 
song, and they ALL sing. It is obvious TOMMY is bored; 
he ta!?.es a drink- then noticir'.p everJibody standing, he 
risep_ ·inr~ the last !.'.1 oc:Jery cff ke"' · C'LEOTA enters up 
(For permission to use the song " H appy Birthday to 'You," write to The 
Clayton F. Summy Co., 235 South Wabash Avenue, Chical[o 4, Illinois.) 
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Right> comes up behind DAMON up Left 'With plate of 
canapes.] 
CLEOTA. [A ft er song dies.] Hor doves? 
DAMON. I beg your pardon-oh! Thank you. [Takes 
011/?.] 
JOE. [As TOMMY pours another round.],Let's drink one 
toast to The Big Red Team. What do y~s_aJ.:? 
·~----[TOM MY starts humming "The Big Bad Wolf." CLEOTA 
is passing canapes to LADIES on settee down Left.] - 'f. ~ I. t.,{ 
ED.~Red_:e~m~ ---- ___ ·- _ 
[MYRTLE gets deep in conversation with BLANCHE.] 
TOM MY. [Singing softly; crossing around Right above 
JOE and ED to Center.] 
"The Big R ed Team-
Big Red Team. 
Who's afraid of The Big Red Team-" 
ED. What's that? 
TOMM Y. Huh? [ED glares at him. To ELLEN.] What did 
I do? 
[ED crosses to JOE at down Right settee.] 
ELLEN. [Meets him Center.] ommy! You'db~tter-eat 
something. Those cocktails are strong. 
- - X: 
TOMMY. (Crossing Right to JOE.] ~ ~~~?.g ~IlT~i-gh~~ 
honey . . [ED sits Left end down Rigm- -
everything in Detroit, J oe? - )( 
JOE. [Taking a canape ELLEN is serving.] I don't know. 
all right, I guess. [Sits Right end down Riy t settee.] 
¥ -~W\.L U< 
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ELLEN. Tommy means Pittsburgh. The Bryson Steel 
Company is in Pittsburgh, Tommy. [Crosses to CLEOTA 
upCenter.] ~ 
[...a;,.Eo'F-A-~Lllli..lm_y~an.il. e,:'rits dining room.,] 
TO MMY. [Stands back of chair Right Center.] 
sure. Well, how's everything in Pittsburgh? 
[DAMON sits fireplace bench.] 
JOE. Well, it might be worse. 
ED. [Stuffing caviar into his mouth.] Couldn't be much 
worse out here. 
TOMMY. Have a drink. 
ELLEN. [Crossing down Left to MYRTLE-serving ca-
napes.J e w are the kid~ Myrtle? 
MYRTLE. They're all right. The baby has some kind of 
rash on her little hips, but it's nothing, really. Makes 
her cross, though. 
ED. [To JOE.] Time sure does fly. Now Buster wants to 
go to Princeton. No matter how you watch 'em, they 
get in with the wrong kids. 
[TOMMY crosses up Left.] ' 
[The WOMEN's voices predominate. ELLEN serves ca-
napes down Left.] 
BLANCHE. How's your sis-
ter? 
MYRTLE. They took a stone 
out of her as big as a. wal-
JOE. [Spreading this.] I 
remember when I actually 
got along with only one 
car, and thought it was 
plenty. Now I've got three, 
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nut. She can't weigh more and the bills are terrific-
than ninety pounds. Do you know what my gas 
bill was last month? 
fl. I ~ff-7 
[DAMON .rises, bored and crosses 'kt/Ll:dt to. boQkC.({.gJ-
f:icks out book and glancesthr_qugiL.iJ.] 
BLANCHE. They cut old 
Mrs. Wilmot open for the 
same trouble, and didn't 
find a thing ! 
[Ad lib from MEN down 
Right.] 
MYRTLE. [Turns to ED who is talking to JOE down 
Right.] Ed, when was it I had that impacted tooth out? 
[H .l . . . J J I>' ED. astz y stoppu!1ccc~'1tfrig,tl>r~n -v"rt 1 JOE. • . __ ven 
years ago. Year the '&t!H~s ek>se£' flitfty three. [ R zght 
back to JOE.] ~~ Fr'( Tll'lo · 
TOMMY. [Center.] Fill 'em up. [fours himself ~notherj_ __ ~. 
ELLEN. [Crossing Right to TOMMY.] ommy! [She, 
takes shaker away from hi11J. Returns to LAIHES. ~- i-
dend for the women folks. 'Give me your glass, rt e. 
[Crosses to MYRTLE down Left.] 
MYRTLE. [Offers her glass.] Thanks. 
BLANCHE. No more for us. Mercy, we'll be light-headed. 
TOMMY. [Follows ELLEN over, takes shaker. gours hiJtt- -.--
self another.] But we're {;elebrating the homecoming 
game. :g.,nklw~lesing and everything. 
K'o R.C'\"1 Nil!'~ 
JOE. How's building out here now, Ed? 
TOMMY. [Crossing Right to ED.] Yeh; how's buildit;g!·_. 
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ED. Lousy. Whatta ya expect with that man in the White 
House? You know what I think? I think he's crazy. 
JOp;. You know what I heard? 
[The WOMEN stop their talk to listen, but JOE whispers 
in ED's ear. TOMMY crosses ~tp Right Center, puts shaker 
on bookcase.] 
ED. I wouldn't be a damn bit surprised. 
[En's voice predominates in the following.] 
ED. Only hope for business 
I see is some big new in-
dustry. And he'll probably 
do something to ruin that. 
BLANCHE. [Satta VOCe.] 
rPatricia, may I see the lit-
\tle girl's room ? 
MYR~LE~ Me, t oo. 
'-
PATRICIA. Yes, I'll show 
you. 
[They start toward stairs.] 
MYRTLE. [As they start upstairs.] Is it serious? 
BLANCHE. [Disappearing upstairs.] They took a pint of 
pus out of her! 
[DAMON slams book shut and looks after them: crosses 
down. TOMMY and ELLEN cross up Center to sofa and 
sit.] 
ED. Well, Doctor Damon, we men on the Board of Trus-
tees are certainly glad that this Red scare is over. 
DAMON. [Crosses toward Center with book under his 
arm.] No doubt you are. - --
ED. Now maybe the new stadium project will get some-
where. 
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DAMON. [Crossing to down Left Center. And the En-
dowment Fund? 
ED. Yeh, sure-that's important too. (!_'m working to 
convince the substantial alumni that we"Ve.-gQ.!__all this 
Parlor Pink business over and done with. Got 'em·-a.n-
weeded out. 
[DAMON crosses up to ELLEN.) 
JOE. Yeah-all that newspaper stuff was pretty bad. 
ED. Sure! Nobody felt like coming through for anything 
when they read about men like Kennedy and Sykes and 
Chapman being in the faculty. That Chapman was noth-
ing but a damn Red. 
TOMMY. o, he wasn't, Mr. Keller. Don Chapman was 
a humanist. 
ELLEN. We knew him very well. 
JOE. How do you know he wasn't a Red, Tommy? 
ED. He went to Soviet Russia for his vacation once, 
didn't he? 
TOMMY. [Crossing down Right to ED.] He just went to 
see the Drama F.estival. 
ED. [Suspiciously.] Well, it's a mighty long way to go 
to see a show. 
cLEOTA. [Who ha.~ just entered up R iqht.J Suppah is 
se'ved. [ E;:__J~Z!:!:..t:r:s.J.l-------------­
ELLEN. [Quickly.] Shall we go into the dining room? 
It's only a salad. We're going out to eat afterwards. 
Come along, Ed, we don't want to miss that rally. [She 
links her arm through ED's and they exit up Right.] 
UR. 
' 
.. 
.. 
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ED. [.g.[LSay, that's right. I haven't missed a Michigan LA~ ..... -. · , 
rally in seventeen years. · ·· • '~-""~'- . f7 '1,. ~ 
ELLEN. [Re-enters; goes te...s.tairs .: c.atls-u. _-s_u_p_p_e_r_'s-·---~~· AJL ,.'-lA • .. ~- 'tk.... 
ready! " -~. ~ 
[~TRICIA, BLANCHE, and MYRTLE com.e_t;iownstajrs.] .. - - ~ ~ 
BLANCHE. Come, Frederick. [Takes DAMON's arm and 
follows into dining room.] \ . ___ , {J~ ~ + 
ELLEN. Patricia, you get a plate for Mr. Ferguson. He's ~ ~ . ""). <!"YI"""""~ 
the guest of honor you know. ~· 
JOE. And I'll get a plate for you, Ellen. Come on. [JOE 
and PATRICIA e.rit up Right.] 
MYRTLE. [As she goes into dining room.] Oh, what a 
lovely table, Ellen! 
[During the following scene until ED's re-entrance, there 
is the general CONVERSATION in the dining room, 
as EVERYBODY is finding his supper and beginning to 
eat.] 
ELLEN. [Crossing to TOMMY Center.{Tommy, -don't 
say any more about Don Chapman tonight, please. 
TOMMY. All right, I won't. Let's get something to eat. 
[ELLEN takes his arm. They start fo1· dining room.] Joe 
looks better, doesn't he? 
ELLEN. Better ? · 
TOMMY. Well, bigger anyway. 
[ CLEOTA has entered with cleanup tray. She clears drinks 
------------------------~ •'' -
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and tray on down Right table; crosses to down Left ) 
table, puts dirty glasses on her tray. She is singing "I 
Cml't Give You Anything But Love" during all this. ) 
She finds one glass with some liquor in it. After a long 
scrutiny she raises it to her lips, is just about to drink 
when she hears.] 
ED. [ 0 ff.] Come on, Myrtle ! Hurry up ! Joe's got to 
speak at this rally. 
[ CLEOTA drinks and quickly puts glass on tray and re- )j 
sumes song as ED enters and sits down Right settee. 
BLANCHE and MYRTLE enter with DAMON following them . 
and carrying two plates.] 
BLANCHE. Frederick, put it down there on the table . • 
[Gestures down Left table.] 
MYRTLE. [As they're crossing down Left.] What makes 
you think there was something suspicious about it ? -·----·~ '~ 
BLANCHE. [Sitting down Left on Right end settee.] 
Well, his family won't allow a poshm_<ytem. DAMON 
puts her late on table, crosses upto ~book.cf1,£e Wl:.::,.t:;,;.h:....;::.-·--'.:...~ 
his own platf'. MYRTLE sits Left end of down Left set-
tee.] Thank you, Frederick, that's fine. 
[CLEOTA has gone out. ELLEN enters with o to Cen-
ter. JOE sits sofa up Center.] 
ELLEN. I hope you can all find a place to sit. _ _ __ 
JOE. :What's the matter with this? Come on, Ellen. 
ELLEN. [Smiles and sits beside him, speaking to PA-
TRICIA, who appears in dining room door.] Pat, is 
Tommy getting some food? 
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PATRICIA. Yeh, he's all right. [Crosses down and sits on 
fireplace bench.] 
TOMMY. [Entering up R ight. ] Sure, I'm fine. [Crosses 
Center, looking around for a plac · tO"settkJ . __ , __ _ 
1' t!.C> 
ELLEN. Bring in the coffee, please, Cleota. 
ED. [Making room on the settee.] There's room here 
for somebody. 
TOMMY. I'll sit- Looks m·ound for a place a7f1Jay-f~ 
En--only vacant space£- R-ifJhL.Center chair.] here. 
-MYRTLE. Eat your vegetables, Ed. 
ED. Aw, this is a party. [Eating like a horse from his 
heaped plate.] 
BLANCHE. Where's Michael Barnes this evening, Pa-
tricia? Frederick tells me he's written a remarkable edi-
torial. [DAMO N drops his fork on plate.] Be careful, 
Frederick! 
ED. [His m outh is f ull.] Barnes-Barnes-? I haven't 
read a decent editorial since Brisbane died. 
PATRICIA. Michael couldn't come. He doesn't like Mr. 
-er-
(ELLEN gives PATRICIA a ushttsh" signal.] 
MYRTLE. Doesn't like what? 
PATRICIA. Doesn't like parties. 
BLANCHE. I'm always so interested in the Literary Mag-
azine. What was the editorial, Patricia? 
DAMON. [.Coming around to her Right upstage of set-
-
/ 
// _, -------------- -----------!.::. 
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tee.] ~at your dinner, my dear. Remember, Mr. Keller 
-watili t get to the rally. 
ED. Huh? 
BLANCHE. \i\!hat's the matter with you? [To PATRICIA. ] 
I hope I haven't said anything, dear. 
[PATRICIA shakes her head. DAMON moves 'back to book-
case.] 
ED. What's going on over there? Who is this Barnes? 
TOMMY. One of Patricia's beaux. 
ED. Some writer! 
TOMMY. He's a student. Editor on The Literary Maga-
z~ne. 
ED. Oh, yeah, I've heard of him. What's he done now? 
ELLEN. Oh, it's nothing really. 
TOMMY. Well, since it's come up, Ellen, we might as well 
tell Mr. Keller. He'll read about it tomorrow- [ELLEN 
rises; crosses to TOMMY.] I told Michael I was going to 
read something to one of my English classes and he got 
a mistaken idea about it and wrote a sort of-
P/JffcH 
tCLEOTA serving oo{f-u.] 
ELLEN. [Coming down, breaking in quickly.] Just a silly 
little editorial-that's all. 
ED. I see. 
PATRICIA. [From fireplace bench.] Because Tommy isn't 
really going to read it at all. 
[MYRTLE rises. Exits ~tp Right carrying plate of food.] 
- - -· .. 
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ED. What was it this kid said, you were going to read? 
Anything important? 
TOMM Y. [After a moment. It's a short, but beautifully 
written piece of English by Bartolomeo Vanzetti. 
ED. Never heard of him. [Takes coffee from CLEOTA. 
Pause.] H ey, you don't mean Vanzetti of Sacco and 
Vanzetti! 
TOMMY. Yes, the same man . • 
ED. You mean you're going to read something he wrote? 
TOMMY. Yes, I was going to. 
ELLEN. [Quickly .] But now he's not- Michael didn't 
understand. 
ED. Why would you ever think of such a dumb thing in 
the first place ? · _ _ . ·-·· _ . 
TOMMY.'lt'~ies. I read many such letters to 
my class. [Rises; ;;rosses up. Puts dish table above Right 
settee. ] 
[ELLEN crosses to up L eft Center.] 
ED. You mean letters by anarchists? __ 
TOMMY. [Restrains himself.] No, letters by men who 
were not professional writers-like Lincoln, General 
Sherman-
En. Well, it's a good thing you changed your mind. Put-
ting Lincoln and General Sherman in a class with Van-
zetti! Wouldn't look very good. 
JOE. [From Center.] What's this? 
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ED. [To JOE.] Wait a minute. [To TOMMY.~ Is this thing 
going to be printed? This editorial? 
DAMON. [Crossing down a step.] We discovered it too 
late to stop it. 
ED. And this kid didn't submit it to the Publications 
Committee? 
DAMON. Unfortunately, he did not. LM aves up Center to 
ELLEN.] Ellen dear, Mrs. Damon and I must be running 
along. 
ELLEN. Oh, I'm sorry. 
DAMON. I have a committee meeting. 
BLANCHE. What committee? 
DAMON. [Crossing ut1_ Come, Blanche._ 
BLANCHE. [Rising.] Oh, yes, that little committee. 
[They move up to get their hats and coats, ~LLEN goes 
up to help them.] 
ED. Well, I hope this thing's not too bad. You better deny 
it quick, Turner. I tell you. I'll call the papers in the 
mornmg. 
TOMMY. No, I'll take care of it. 
[He moves upstage as MYRTLE enters from dining room 
with two dishes of sherbet.] 
.... . 
JOE. What's going on here? [Rises; crosses downstage:] 
MYRTLE. [~r~ /1;,Q.rlJ. d~~in room · crossi~ d9.1J,J11 
Ri ht Her~'s~;h~~>~\:; _d. -· . --= =\~ 
ED. [Indicates down Right table.] Put it down there. 
J 
~-
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[She puts it on table and sits Right end of Right settee.] 
I'm just e ling Turner here we've had enough of this 
Red business among the students and the faculty. Don't 
want any more. 
TOMMY. [Sits sofa Center.] This isn't Red, Mr. Keller. 
ED. Maybe not, but it looks bad. We don't want anything 
Red--or even Pink-taught here. 
[DAMON puts on coat.] 
TOMMY. But who's to decide what is Red or what is 
Pink? 
ED. We are! Somebody' s got to decide what's fit to teach. 
If we don't, who would? 
[ELLEN crosses Center. DAMON and BLANCHE move 
downstage.] 
DAMON. I thought the faculty had-
ED. No sir. 'You fellows are too wishy-washy. We saw 
that in the Chapman case. ~mericanism is what we want 
taught here. 
[DAMONS move up; DAMON gets hat.] 
JOE. Am~ricanism is a fine thing. 
-
TOMMY. Fine! But how would you define Americanism? 
ED. Why-er-everybody knows what Americanism is I 
What do you believe in? 
TOMMY. I believe that a college should be concerned with 
ideas. Not just your ideas or my ideas, but all ideas. 
ED. [Drowning him out.] No, sir! That's the trouble-
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too many ideas floating around- You put ideas of any 
kind into young people's heads, and the first thing you 
know, they start believing them. 
DAMON. [Coming down, at JOE.] n the contrary. I 
have been putting ideas into young people's heads for 
forty-two years with no [Twinkles slyly at JOE. ]-visi-
ble-results whatever. 
[There is a dubious_laugJ:Jrom ED and J.Q~ y,nti! JOE 
gets DAMON's meanin .] 
--- -
BLANCHE. Come, Frederick. Good night, Ellen! Lovely 
party! [She bustles DAMON outup.L.&.ft.l 
ED. [Rises. Crossing to TOMMY.] Turner, you better 
think twice before you read anything.'l--eaQ.Promise you 
the trustees will clamp down on any professor who....tries 
anything funny. I'm telling you that for your own good. 
JOE. Say, I thought we were going to have some fun. 
Let's break this up. How about some music? [Crosses 
down Left to Victro la. He puts on a recor~hJ..ch starts 
to play Wayne King's recording of "Cornsilk. n 
ED. That's right. yYe're celebrating tonight. Just wanted 
to get that out of my system. [Crosses Right, sits on set-
tee. He picks up the dish of ice. ] Oh, I didn't want this 
-I wanted some of that ice cream. [Rises. He starts 
for the dining room.] 
MYRTLE. He means he wants both. Here, I'll show you. 
[She follows him into the dining r~1.~ _ 
PATRICIA. [At a siqn from ELLEN. I'll bet you'd like 
some ice cream, too, Mr. Ferguson. 
JOE. No, I- [PATRICIA winks at him; he glances at -
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TOMMY.] Oh, sure! Sure, I would. [He follows PATRICIA 
into dining room.] 
PATRICIA. [As they exit.] Can you still skip? 
JOE. No-not at my age. 
[TOMMY crosses up Right.] 
ELLEN. Tommy, have you had too much to drink? ______ L,__ 
TOMMY. No. Not enough. 
ELLEN. Your eyes have that funny look. 
TOMMY. [Crossing down Center.] Did you hear what 
Mr. Keller said to me? I don't like tal~d _o Jjk(! ____ • ....,,.. 
that. 
ELLEN. [Crossing to him.] Just because he was nasty 
and you've had a few drinks. Tommy, you're not going 
to go ahead and read that letter. 
TOMMY. Yes, Ellen, I think I have to. 
ELLEN. Tommy, try to be practical for once. At least 
wait until you're not so mad. Try to t ink of this the 
way any other man would think of it. 
TOMMY. I'm not any other man. 
ELLEN. Well, try to be. Do you think Joe would do 
something that would get him into trouble just because 
somebody irritated him? 
TOMMY. Joe! I don't see why you don't try to understand 
how I feel about this. 
ELLEN. I'm sim~rying to keep you out of a lot of 
trouble. I don't see why~---
----~----~---
- -
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TOMMY. But you see how Joe would feel. That's very 
plain to you, isn't it? 
ELLEN. Yes, it is. Joe wouldn't get all mixed up. 
TOMMY. I'm not mixed up. I'm trying to understand 
what goes on in your mind. It ~n' be like Joe Ferguson's _//' 
' --- ...,...,.. 
mind! 
·---. 
ELLEN. Oh, you and your mind! I have to go through 
such a lot with your mind! [Crossing down Right.] 
TOMMY. Maybe you wouldn't if you understood it better. 
ELLEN. [Turns; crosses back to him.] Oh, I know, I 
know! I'm too dumb for you ! 
TOMMY. [Crossing Right to Center.] Now, Ellen, I 
didn't say that. "~ · 
ELLEN. [Crossing Left to Center.] You said Joe and I 
were stupid. 
TOMMY. I said he was. 
ELLEN. But he isn't. He's a big man. In some ways he's 
smarter than you. 
TOMMY. [Crossing below ELLEN to down Right.] Well, 
you ought to know. 
ELLEN. Oh, look, Tommy-what are we fighting about? 
TOMMY. [Turns.] You said I was dumb. 
ELLEN. Tommy, you've had too many drinks or you 
wouldn't say that. 
TOMMY. No, I haven' , but I don't feel very well. I feel 
very unhappy and slightly sick. 
.. 
·-··- r'..,..,o4C(O,IIir\ol,.., 
~· 
I 
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ELLEN. I'll get you some bicarbonate of soda. Starts 
up.] 
TOMMY. No, you won't. '11 go upstairs ai1d lie down for 
a few minutes myself. I can- dEl ih;lt much. Let's not 
bring this down to the level of bica~bonate of oda. 
[Crosses to stairway-starts up slowly. Suddenly can·- -------
contain himself no longer-makes a mad dash for it.] 
ELLEN. [Hesitates for a 1ninute at the foot of the stairs 
-calls after him.] Tommy! Tommy, I didn't-
' ·· 
ELLEN. Oh_:_no. Tommy's not feeling well. -He got _sick 
once before at a party. He's not used to drinking, aild 
he's very sensitive about it. Cleota. Will you get Mr. 
Turner some bicarbonate of soda from the kitchen? 
[ CLEOTA nods-exits up Right. JOE crosses down Left 
to ~Victrola.] Cleota wi1i get him some~biea-Fbonate...of 
soda from the kitchen. He'd never find it upstairs. 
JOE. [Turns off the MUSIC and takes off the record.] 
Why wouldn't he? Where do you keep it? 
ELLEN. In the medicine chest. 
JOE. [Smiles.] What was that stuff between him and 
Ed? 
ELLEN. Oh, it's nothing, really. I'll tell you abou"t if to-
morrow. 
JOE. [Finds another record.] Fine- Say, look what I 
found! "Who?" Remember that, Ellen? [He puts the 
record on, starts it.] 
.··----
,· 
.. 
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[ELLEN moves closer to the Victrola and listens as it 
play s:] 
"Who-o-o stole my heart away? 
Who-o-o makes me dream all day? 
Dreams I know can never come true. 
Seems as though I'd ever be blue 
Who-o-o means my happiness-" 
[As naturally as if they were always dancit;tg_ to this 
sang, they BOTH liegvnfo ance . . Gee, this takes me back 
::::-ne-May-Dance. Remember? [They are dancing C en-
ter.] 
ELLEN. Urn-huh-it rained. 
JOE. You said you didn't know it was raining. I know 
I didn't. [Holds her closer.] 
-------~ ELLEN. [Breaks away. ] I'm a little rustyr Joe. I haven't 
danced in-oh, I don't remember when. Makes me feel 
young. 
JOE. Then what are we stopping for? Come on. 
ELLEN. [Center.] Well-all right. 
[They go back into the dance. JOE gets her Center and 
stops, so that they stand looking at each other, he ar-
dently, she caught up in the music.] 
JOE. I can answer all those questions- [As the music 
goes into the instrumental reprise, JOE kisses her, and 
she kisses back for a long m oment, then tries to pull 
away.] No one but you-
ELLEN. [As he tries to kiss he1· again.] Oh, no, Joe, 
please, I- Say. how many cocktails did I have? 
--- -·~----------------------------------~~ 
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[They stand for an instant, looking at each other. Off-
stage we hear:] 
MYRTLE. Ed, get away from that ice cream. You've had 
enough. 
[JOE and ELLEN quietly start dancing again.] 
ED. Oh-all right. 
[TOMMY has come down the stairs-sees them dancing 
there as MYRTLE and ED enter up Right.] 
MYRTLE. [Nudging ED. JOE and ELLEN dance up Left 
JOE facing stage.] Look, Ed! Just like the old days, isn't 
it? Seeing them dancing together? 
ED. I'll say. [Then, loudly.] They make a darn hand-
some couple, don't they? 
[TOMMY, although he has not seen the kiss, has sensed 
the whole intimacy of the scene and the meaning of ED's 
remark.] 
JOE. She dances like a dream. ,__ __ 
ED. [Chuckling, crossing Right.] Like a "dream can 
never come true," eh, Joe? You look mighty sweet in 
there, boy. 
[ELLEN sees TOMMY. Following her glance, ED and MYR-
TLE and JOE turn and look at TOMMY.] 
ELLEN. [Breaking away.] Oh-Tommy-are you all 
right? ' 
TOMMY. [Coming down.] Yes, thanks,-Don't---let me 
spoil the party. -~---
ED. Party's breaking up anyway, Tommy. 
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[JOE crosses down L eft, turns off Victrola.] 
~ II' ·~ 
TOMMY. I - hought ... J:'d get some~ air- [Crosses 
to door down Righ( 
ED. [Crossing up Left.] I don't wan!_!:t..lt:l2o..!m~is~s.1:a~n~y~o~£Lt!1h.!!:a!...!:t __ . _ ______ ___, 
rally. [A BAND is heard--it the -distance, approaching. 
Holds out MYRTLE's coat.] Myrtle! 
[MYRTLE goes up Left to him.] 
PATRICIA. [Enters from dining room with bicarbonate 
of soda in glass.] W fio's- this for, Ellen? 
[ED and JOE are getting their hats, JOE getting ELLEN's 
coat for her.] 
ELLEN. Tommy! [To TOMMY, as he stands with his back 
turned, breathing the fresh air.] Tommy, will you take 
this bicarbonate? 
TOMMY. Just-put it by for a moment. You go to the 
rally, Ellen- I'm going to walk around out here-and 
cool off. Good night, everybody- You're coming to 
lunch tomor.row, aren't you, Joe? 
JOE. Yes, sir! 
TOMMY. That's what I thought. [He goes out, down 
Right, closing the screen door.] ... 
[ELLEN puts soda on table.] 
PATRICIA. [Looks out the window; the BAND is heard 
louder, coming down.] Ellen! It's the team and the band 
and a lot of the kids! They must be going in the Neil 
Avenue gate! [Runs back to window.] 
ED. Come on, let's step on it! [Opens door up Left.] 
.-
.-
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[BAND noise louder.] 
JOE. Yeh. [Listens to music coming closer.] Boy, that 
sounds good! Gosh, doesn't that take you back? [Gets 
coat.] 
MYRTLE. [Up Left getting coat.] Where'll we go after 
the rally? [Crosses down L eft Center.] 
JOE. I'll take you all to the Dixie Club! Whatta ya say, 
Ellen? 
s . -
ELLEN. Oh, I haven't been there in years! It would be 
fun- But, no, I'm not going. [Calls to off down Right.] 
I'm going to stay here and get y(} bed, Tommy. 
TOMMY'S VOICE. (Off.] No, I'd rather you 'didn't-
really. 
PATRICIA. [As MUSIC gets much louder.] Hey! They're 
stopping in front of the house! 
WALLY. [Enters up Left. Crosses down Right Center.] 
Ready, Pat? 
PATRICIA. Sure! 
WALLY. [Crossing to JOE. He is breathless and excited.] 
Look, Mr. Ferguso!"\:we brought the band over to escort 
you to the chapel. "'Y'Oil"re-geing_to ride in the Axline 
Buggy! We hauled it out of the trophy ~oms! 
[MUS!y stops at end of pie~e.] 
liD. The Axline Buggy! Wow! 
wALLY. Yes ! We got two horses-not the old black 
ones, but we got two horses! Whatta ya say? 
---. 
.. · 
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ED. Fine! Fine! 
[WARN Curtain] 
NUTSY. [Runs in, dressed in band-leader's uniform and 
carrying his glistening stick . From up Left, by door.] 
Hey, come on-! Let's get going 'i the car.riage waits, Mr. 
Ferguson! [Do es drum major's salute and clicks heels.] 
WALLY. [Pointing to NUTSY.] This is Nutsy Miller, the 
leader of the band. 
JOE. [Walks to NUTSY.] Hiya, Nutsy? 
NUTSY. [Waves a salute.] Hiya, Joe? 
JOE. Okay, fellas! Whatta ya say, Ellen-you ride with 
me.-Some ftin, huh? 
ELLEN. [In the spirit of it.] Oh-all right. Hurray! 
JOE. [Puts coat around her.] H;it her, Ed! 
-ED, JOE, WALLY, ELLEN, PATRICIA, NUTSY. [Sing.] 
"And if we win the game, 
We'll buy a keg of booze, 
And we'll drink to old Midwestern 
Till we wobble in our shoes." 
[They ALL go out, JOE and ELLEN the center of the gay, 
excited group, arm in arm. A shout goes up as JOE ap-
pears outside.] 
VOICES. [Outside.] 
Oh, we don't give a damn 
For the whole state of Michigan 
The whole state of Michigan 
The whole state of Michigan 
Oh, we don't give a damn 
l 
. !' 
I 
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For the whole state of Michigan 
Now or ever more. 
53 
Rah-rah-rah-rah. Ferguson-Ferguson-Ferguson. 
[The BAND starts another march. TOMMY has reap-
peared in the lower Right door a moment after the gen-
eral exit. He crosses slowly, absently picking up soda 
on the way, looks out after them, then closes the door. 
The cheers for Ferguson and the BAND music slowly 
die away as TOMMY comes down, muttering : "Rah. Rah. 
Rah." He looks at the soda in distaste; distaste for him-
self. Glances at Victrola, switches it on, dropping needle 
about twelve bars from the end of the chorus. Victrola 
plays:] 
"Dreams I know can never come true. 
Seems as though I'll always be blue. 
Who-o-o means my happiness? 
Who-o-o? Shall I answer yes? 
Who-o-o? Well, you ought to guess. 
Who? Who? No one but you." 
[TOMMY listens for a moment, then makes awkwardly, 
solemnly, a couple of dance steps, frowns, shakes his 
head, and drops into settee L eft giving it up. He drinks 
the bitter cup of soda as the MUSIC ends and] 
THE CURTAIN FALLS 
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ACT TWO 
ScENE I 
Same as Act One. About I :oo P. M., the following day" 
AT RISE : JOE, with coat off, is Center, arranging plates, 
knives, forks , etc., on the floor in the f01·m of a fo otball 
team's backfield. The end table has been moved below 
the down Right settee and has evidently been used for 
serving luncheon as there are still a plate, cup, etc. ELLEN 
is seated Center, finishing her coffee and watching JOE. 
PATRICIA is down on her knees on the floor, L eft Center 
studying the array of dishes, napkins, salt cellars and 
glasses which are ankle-deep around JOE in football for-
mation. CLEOTA enters from the dining room, carr:ying 
an em- ty t ay. She crosses to the end table down Right, 
begtn-s clearing away the dishes. · 
-- ~ -
JOE. Now here-it's a balanced line. Move those two 
men out a little more. [PATRICIA moves men out.] This 
is a wonderful play. [Jumps downstage facing up. Puts 
downstage " backfield" in position.] 
ELLEN. Cleota, did you phone Mr. Turner's office again? 
CLEOTA. [At end table clearing away dishes.] Y essum. 
Dey ain' no answeh. 
~ATRICIA. I saw Tommy, Ellen-about an hour ago. 
ELLEN. Where? 
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PATRICIA. He was walking out on the little road back of 
the Ag buildings. Just moping along. I yelled at him, 
but he didn't hear me. 
[JOE is counting men on the floor.] 
ELLEN. I'm getting worried. 
JOE. [Intent on his own activity.] Everything's going 
to be okay. Nothing to worry about- Now, study this 
play, girls, or you won't know it when you see it this 
afternoon. [Points to do'lunstage team.] This is Michi-
gan. [Points to upstage team then jumps up. ] And this 
is Midwestern.-Now! From the balanced line, we shift. 
Hup! [He executes a Notre Dame shift.] Wally takes 
the left end's place, but he plays out a little. 
PATRICIA. [Exchanges cup and cream pitcher. CLEOTA 
moves to above table Right.] Isn't Wally going to carry 
the ball? 
JOE. Shh! Michigan spreads out. They're watching that 
wide end, but it's too obvious. They're watching the other • 
side of the line, too. 
CLEOTA. [Who has moved up Right, comes down.] 
What's goin' on heah? 
ELLEN. Shh! It's a football game. 
JOE. The ball is snapped back. Now look, here we go! 
Both of us. [Carrying a plate and a nap"!iin-up-E:eft:-
Close together. Fading back but threatening a left end 
run as well as a pass. 
PATRICIA. But who are you? 
JOE. I'm both of them-Lindstrom and Wierasocka.-
[ Comes forward.] Skalsky cuts down the left side lin~ 
. -
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deep and takes out Wupperman-that's the jam pot. 
[Indicates down L eft. Picks up "Wally."] Wally is run-
ning wide around right end. [Runs around down Right.] 
faking a·s though he had the ball but hasn't really got it 
-apparently! [At down Right.] Now, then, just as 
Michigan is charging in on Lindstrom and Wierasocka, 
[Crosses up Center.] trying to decide which one has the 
ball, Wally lets himself out! He's really got it! 
PATRICIA. Hooray! 
JOE. It's a fake fake. It's an old play, so corny only a 
football genius like Coach Sprague would use it . With 
no interference at all, Wally cuts over and goes straight 
down the right side of the field! He stiff-arms the safety 
man- [Running with 'rtre-e-r-eam._pit.chff.., around Right, 
he ends up down Center back to audienceT fOUchdown!- - .--
PATRICIA. Whoopee! [She knocks over the jam pot.] 
Oh, Lord, there goes Wuppernian! 
[During JOE's "touchdown," :roMMY has appeared 
quietly in door down Right. H e watches JOE wzth dis.: 
taste. No one notices him in the confusion.] 
CLEOTA. Um-hm. You through playin' now? 
PATRICIA. I'm sorry, Ellen. 
ELLEN. It's all right. You can take the teams to the 
showers now, Cleota. Can't she, Joe? 
JOE. Sure! How do you like it? 
[PATRICIA and~~OTA}:ar_ry_d}:!hes up to sofa and pile 
them on tray . 
.,... _? _ ___ 
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ELLEN. I think it's nice. [Puts cup on up Center table; 
crosses up to window. ] 
JOE. Nice?! It's marvelous! That play is going to put us 
in the Rose Bowl. [He puts dishes on down Right table. 
To PATRICIA.] Did I ever tell you about how we used 
the Statue of Liberty play? [Assumes attitude down 
Right.] I would go back for a pass, and J onesy would 
take it out of my hand and cut around to the left. -----:--....,~--...,.. ...... -.:..-..::'!..U..-'l~._ 
[ <;<_LEOTA pi~frs up tray of dishes and exits uP. R ight. 
Suddenly JOE realizes that, not the imaginary ball but 
the cup, has been taken out of his hand and that there is 
no J onesy. H e looks around slo,wly, puzzled, too late to 
have seen TOMMY quietly returning to the outdoors with 
the cup. DOQRBELL rings.] 
ELLEN. [Crosses to door Left.] I'll answer it. [Admits 
DAMON and they ad lib. in doorway.] 
[JOE looks to see where he might have dropped the cup; 
he is still puzzled.] 
PATRICIA. [Stm·ting for the stairs.] 1t's a wonderful 
play, Mr. Ferguson. If it works. [Exits up stairs.] 
JOE. The coach gave it to me in strictest confidence. 
[Gives another look for cup-repeats gesture with right 
arm drawn back and lifted, trying to re-live the scene. ] 
[ELLEN and DAMON have been ad libbing up L eft. ] 
ELLEN. Can you come in and wait, Doctor Damon? 
Tommy is out somewhere, but I'm expecting him back. 
[ CLEOTA exits with tray and dishes, leaving co {fee things 
on Right table.] 
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DAMON. [Crossing down to Left.] I can't wait verylong. 
[Indicates magazine in pocket.] 
ELLEN. [Following him.] Is that The Literary Maga-
zine? 
DAMON. It's a powder magazine. [Coming down Cen-
ter.] Bombs are bursting all around. [Sees JOE, who has 
be..!!!,.J.utting on coat and looking in drapes or cup.] Oh 
-=-good afternoon. · · 
JOE. Good afternoon, Doctor Damon. ~~~~~~~----------------~----------~~ [PHONE rings.] 
ELLEN. Excuse me, I'll- [She goes to phone-picks up · 
receiver. DAMON moves down Left Center. JOE is still 
looking for the vanished cup, moving drapes slightly.] 
Hello- Yes, thank you. [Hangs up. ] That was Ed Kel-
ler's office, Joe. He's on his way over here. 
JOE. Oh, yeah. He called me this morning. He's fit to be 
tied about this Literary Magazine thing. Have you seen 
it? 
DAMON. [From down Left Center.] Yes. This is it. 
JOE. [Crossing to DAMON.] May take a look at it? 
Gosh, I didn't realize what this thing was- [He takes 
magazine and scans editorial.] Calls the trustees Fas-
cists! This kid's dangerous-un-American. 
DAMON. Oh, no! 
ELLEN. [Crossing to JOE. At same time.] Oh, no, not 
really. He's from an old Chillicothe family. 
JOE. This is bad stuff for the university. I'm afraid all 
hell's going to break loose. Of course, it's none of my 
business, but-
I 
I 
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DAMON. [Taking the magazine out of JOE's hand.] You 
take the war s ttglit out of my mouth. I haven't~ 
such a day since poor Doctor Prendergast shot his secre-
tary. [Crosses mul sits down Li!ft settee.] 
JOE. Well, I'm not a trustee, but I know how they feel. 
ELLEN. I know. [Crosses to down Right Center.] 
JOE. Tommy'd better deny this, pretty fast, and get him-
self out in the clear. I'm telling you. [Crosses to ELLEN.] 
I'm sorry about this, Ellen- Where is Tommy? 
ELLEN. I don't know. 
JOE. You don't think- [Lowers voice to whisper.] You 
don't think he may be a little sore about your going out 
with me last night? 
)<: 
ELLEN. I don't know. Oh, Joe, I'm all up:.;.:se::.;t;... --------..===---
[DOORBELL rings. ] 
JOE. Shall I answer it? 
ELLEN. Would you? _ 
JOE. [He opens door.] Hi, Ed! 
ED. [In doorway.] Turner here? 
ELLEN. No, he isn't. ,. 
ED. Well, I want to see him before the game. Teli him 
to call my office. -Coming, J ~e? 
ELLEN. [Quickly.] I don't know just when he'll-
Won't you come in? Dean Damon is here. 
ED. Oh! [He comes into the 1'0om a few steps. JOE closes 
the door.FJJ7:rosses_dq_wn!? DAMON.] Well, I'm glad 
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somebody's here. How do you do, sir? Do you know 
where I could find President Cartwright? 
DAMON. His secretary informed me that he is at the bar-
ber shop, having his beard trimmed. 
ED. That'll be a big help! [To ELLEN, then JOE. I 
thought Turner was going to deny this story. Papers 
keep calling me-they say he hasn't. Here I am, bear-
ing the brunt of this damn disgraceful attack. "Fas-
cists !" r."'! ou oughtta heard Si McMillan! And do you 
know Kressinger' s in town from Detroit? [Crosses 
down Left Center.] 
ELLEN. Is he a trustee, too? 
DAMON. Oh, yes, young Michael certainly exploded his 
dynamite at a moment when the concentration of 
trustees is at its thickest. 
ED. [Crossing Center.] Y eh. There goes the new sta-
dium. ~here goes your Endowment Fund! Unless some-
thing is done, and done quick! [Crossing to ELLEN.] 
Ellen, you tell your husband what I said! 
JOE. [Moving in.] - ook, Ed, it isn't Ellen's fault. 
-
ED. [Crossing to JOE. ] It isn't my fault, either. flere, I 
kept this whole week-end free. I've got my office. full of 
eighteen-year-old Bourbon so we fellows could cut loose 
a little. And look what happens ! All we need now is for 
Wierasocka to fumble a punt! [Stomps out up Left.] 
JOE. 'll~~ee you later:- [Takes overcoat and hat up 
Left; follows ED out.] 
DAMON. I didn't like the wav Mr. Keller said "There 
~)fil...l'( 
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goes your Endowment Fund." [PHONE rings.] . _If 
that's the newspapers f'm not here. 
ELLEN. [Rises-going toward phone. ] ,Oh, I don't want 
to talk to them either. [Goes to dining-room door. Calls.] 
Cleota-
[PHONE rings again.] 
PATRICIA. [Runs down the stairs.] I'm going out to 
talk to Michael. [Runs into ELLEN. ] I got him on the 
phone but he hun u on me! PHONE rin s. Crossin 
L eft.] Good afternoon, Doctor Damon. [Gets coat up 
L eft. ] I'll knock his ears off. Slams out the L e t door. 
DAMON. [Calling after her.] Good afternoon, Patricia. 
[cLEOTA enters f rom the dining room.] 
ELLEN. Answer the phone, Cleota. 
CLEOTA. [[rosses to £hone.] Hello- Says what?-Says 
he is ?-Ah didn' say you said he was, I say what is it? 
-No, he ain' heah- No, dis ain' Miz Turner. 
ELLEN . [Prompting her.] Who is calling, please. 
CLEOTA. Who's dis ?-Wait a minute- [Puts hand over 
mouthpiece-to ELLEN. ] It's de Daily sump'n. 
ELLEN. Hang up, Cleota. 
CLEOTA . G'bye. [Hangs up and exits up Right.] 
ELLEN. [Crossing to DAMON.] Oh, Lord, see what's hap-
pened already! Doctor Damon, ·suppose Tommy didn't 
read this letter ? 
.' 
.-
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DAMON . Let us not take refuge in condittonal clauses, 
my dear. 
ELLEN . Would you read it if you were Tommy? 
DAMON . Now we go into the subjunctive. My dear, for 
forty-two years I have read nothing to my classes which 
was written later than the first half of the seventeenth 
century. 
ELLEN. [Turns up Left Center.] here must be some 
way-some compromise-that wouldn't be too humili-
ating. 
DAMON. The policy of appeasement? Yes, it has its mer-
its, and I'm afraid it's all I have to offer. [Rises. Cross-
ing to ELLEN.] I can't wait any longer for Thomas. Tell 
him that if he decides not to read the letter, I shall feel 
easier in my mind. Much easier. [Picks up hat. Comes 
back.] nd-slightly disappointed- Good afternoon, 
my dear- [He op_ens the door, and in flies PATRICIA. 
They collide. ELLEN moves Right Center. ] Wup, wup, 
wup! 
PATRICIA. Do~t let Michael in! I don't want to talk tCl 
him any more !L"6r-fJssing Right a few steps.] 
DAMON. Did you-uh-knock his ears off? 
PATRICIA. [Turns to DAMON.] I got him told. But h~ 
wants to tell me his side of it. He thinks he has a side. 
DAMON . A common failing , my dear- Good afternobn. 
[He goes out up Left.] 
PATRICIA. [Bolts the door after him.] There, I've bolted 
that young genius out! [Crossing to ELLEJ'i.] Oh, Ellep! 
Give me a football player any time. [Crossing down 
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Left Center.] Give me a guy without so much intellect 
or whatever it is. Somebody that doesn't want to be 
bawling the world out all the time-always doing some-
thing brave or fine or something. [Turns as MICHAEL 
comes in down Right slamming door.] Go away! 
ELLEN. Quiet down, Patricia- Come in, Michael. 
MICHAEL. [Down Right. To PATRICIA.] You're being 
very silly. 
ELLEN. [Noticing MICHAEL'S distraught look.] Can~ 
give you a glass of milk? 
MICHAEL. No, thank you. She won't listen to me, Mrs. 
Turner. I'm not trying to ruin your husband's life or 
my life or anybody's life. It's the principle of the thing 
she won't see. 
PATRICIA. Oh, the principle! [erossing to Right Center.] 
I'll bet nobody else would make a fool of himself and 
his friends and-my brother-in-law-over a principle. 
[ELLEN, taking the dishes with her, quietly slips out 
toward the kitchen, unnoticed by MICHAEL.] 
MICHAEL. [With the enormous gravity of the young 
man in love. Crossing Left to PATRICIA.] All right, Pat. 
I'm very glad to know the qualities you admire in a man. 
They are certainly the noble virtues, and I'm sure Wally 
is lousy with them. 
PATRICIA. Oh, make up your mind who you're imitat-
ing, ~alph Waldo Emerson or Hemingway! You you 
writerr[t:rosses below MICHAEL to down Right.] 
MICHAEL. [Turns.] Now who's imitating Hemingway;? 
X 
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PATRICIA. [Turns to him.] I wish you'd go away! [Starts 
for door do1.vn Right.] ., 
MICHAEL. [Crossing to up Left door.] I'm going!'[ Goes -
to door, places hand on knob, turns. PATRicr stops, 
turns, watches him.] I'm going for good! I'm going out 
of your life! [On the last word he jerks at door io make 
a dramatic exit, but it won't open, since PAT bolted it. 
Doorknob comes off in his hand.] 
PATRICIA. [With a smile of complete victory.] It's bolted, 
you dope! .[Exits down Right.] 
[MIC~EL inserts knob and gets the door open finally. 
In walk"}-T:OMMY with the other doorknob in his hand. 
The two stand and look at each other. The knob has , 
again come out in MICHAEL's hand.] 
MICHAEL. [A little guiltily.] Sorry, Mr. Turner! 
TOMMY. What's going on here? 
[ M:f€H.A:Fif:;-Jttt:ts-tlte-knub- in,_-r.o.M M"Y -screw the other 
kne·lro.n.] 
MICHAEL. I was just goin::-----
TOMMY. That's all right. t'ome in if you want to. 
MICHAEL. Say, you look terrible. 
TOMMY. Me? Why, what's the m·atter? 
MICHAEL. I've got to get out of here. 
TOMMY.[~.] Oh, it's all right, Michael. Come 
in. Did somebody do something to you? [Crossing Cen-
ter.] . ----- -· 
MICHAEL. Patricia. She did plenty. I suppose it's just as 
----
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well. I've fo:und out what she wants in life : a handsome, 
half-witted half-back. 
TOMMY. [Crossing to foot of stairs and looking up.] 
Yes, I know how that feels. 
MICHAEL. Yes, sir. Well, you can't get anywhere with a 
woman who doesn't understand what you have to do. 
TOMMY. [Crosses to MICHAEL.] No. No, you can't, 
Michael. You'd like to, but you can't- Well- Good-
bye, Michael- Come back in about an hour, will you? 
I want to give you a piece of my mind. 
MICHAEL. [Puzzled.] Yes, sir. [Exits. up Left.] ~ 
---[TOMMY looks around-takes cup out of pocket and 
puts it on table up Center; hangs up coat and hat up Left, 
then crosses to settee Left and sits thinking.] 
ELLEN. [Enters U:.P.. Right.] Oh, hello, darling! 
TOMMY. Hello! --
ELLEN. [.(rossing to him.] Well, I'm glad ou r~- ­
bered where you live. I was begmnmg to be worried. \Ve 
phoned your office three times, but nobody knew where 
you were. 
TOMMY. [Looking up slowly.] Huh? 
ELLEN. I say nobody knew where you were-since early 
this morning. 
TOMMY. I was walking. 
, -~ ELLEN. Without any breakfast? All this time? 
'l 
i TOMMY. [Rises_ Crosses dow-11 Left.] Well, , I-came 
around to the back door a while ago, but Joe was doing 
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the Statue of Liberty or something again, ~ I went 
away. 
ELLEN. You were right here and you went away? 
TOMMY. [Crosses down Right.] Yes, I 
right now. Not the Statue of Ljber~. 
ELLEN. Oh! Well, actor Damon's been here-and Ed 
Keller, and the newspapers have been calling up. There'! 
going to be a lot of trouble if you don't hurry up and 
deny that story of Michael's-or have you done it? 
TOMMY. No-I haven't demed it. 
ELLEN. [Center. Troubled.] You mean you've made up 
your mind to read it? Is that what you've been-walking 
around for? Tommy, I don't know what to say to you. 
TOMMY. [Turns. Crosses to her.] I think maybe you've 
said enough already. 
ELLEN. That isn't very kind. 
TOMMY. None of this is going to sound very kind but 
I've figured out exactly what I want to say, and I have 
to get it out before I get all mixed up. 
ELLEN. I don't see why you are being so mean. 
TOMMY. It's just that last night I began to see you, and 
myself, clearly for the first time. [Crosses above ELLEN 
up Left.] 
ELLEN. [Turns downstage.] If this is a story you're 
writing, and you're trymg 1t out on me, it isn"t very 
good. 
TOMMY. Oh, I saw you and Joe clearly, too . 
... 
• 
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ELLEN. [Relieved. Crossing to TOMMY a little.] Oh, you 
saw him kiss me- I thought that was it-
TOMMY. [Covering.] No--No, I didn't-Did he kiss 
you? Well, that's fine-I've been meaning to ask you, 
what became of Housman's "Last Poems"? [Turns to 
Left bookcase.] 
ELLEN. [Crossing up to TOMMY.] Tommy, [Put§ h.,."e'"'"r---~~-- ...J 
hand on his shoulder.] listen to me-l wante"d to have - Y f.'C' '"J ~ 
a good time last night, and you spoiled it- 0 
TOMMY. [Turns to her.] Didn't you enjoy it at all? 
ELLEN. [Piqued.] Yes, I did. [Crossing Right two 
steps.] I'm not a hundred years old-yet. I just decided 
to quit worrying about you, and have a little fun. For 
about an hour I felt like a girl again-wearing flowers 
at a Spring Dance-when I was young and silly-
TOMMY. Young and happy . . 
ELLEN. [Turns to TOMMY.] All right, he-kissed me. l 
kissed him, too. [Crossing to TOMMY.] We didn't go out 
in the dark to do it. -
TOMMY. [Piling books he is taking from book shelves 
on down Left settee.] I hope you didn't lend that book 
to anybody; it was a first edition. 
ELLEN. Did you hear what I said? 
TOMMY. Sure, I heard you. I'm listening-You said you 
went out in the dark and kissed Joe. 
ELLEN. [{urns. Crossing to down Right Center.] I said 
no such thing, and you know tt. 
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TOMMY. [Still at bookcase.] I wish we had had separate 
book-plates. 
ELLEN. [Turns to him.] So that when you really make 
me mad and I get out of here, I can find my own books 
quickly? 
TOMMY. [At bookcase.] I hate sentimentafpawing ov.er 
things by a couple breaking up. We're not living in the 
days of Henry James and Meredith. Look at Joe and 
his wife. 
ELLEN. Tommy, [Crqs:sin Left to up Left Center.] I 
want you to stop this. If you re · ; · be 
jealous, rave or throw things, but don't act like ~ _ __ ~- '1 
in.a..Se~ ass pla-¥! [This thrust gets home. ] ftN P.bOL Es'e - ·tfl>-.. c:J~ 
TOMMY. [Up Left.] I'm trying to tell you that I don't (/ 
care what you and Joe do. I'm trying to tell you that it's 
fine. It's very lucky that he came back just now. 
ELLEN. What do you mean? 
TOMMY. I mean on the money I make, I can go on fine 
alone, reading whatever I want to to my classes. That's 
:what I want. And that's what I'm going to do. 
ELLEN. Oh, that's what you want! Suddenly that's what 
you want. More than me? 
TOMMY. It isn't so sudden. [~rossing Right.] Not any 
more sudden than your feeling for Joe. It's logical. We 
get in each other's way. You wear yourself out picking 
up after me. Taking matches out of my pockets. [£j1Jds 
matches in pockets and throws them on table Right.] 
Dtsarranging my whole way of life. [Sits on down 
Right settee.] '-
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ELLEN. [Follows him to chair Right Center.] 
haven't you said all this before? 
TOMMY. I couldn't very well. 
(II 
Why 
..______ 
ELLEN. Why couldn't you? If you felt this way? 
TOMMY. Well, we hadn't split up on this letter issue, for 
one thing-and then there was no place for you to go. 
I didn't want you to have to go back to Cleveland, or to 
work in some tea shoppe. 
ELLEN. Oh, I see. Some tea shoppe! That's what you 
think I'd have to do! [Crosses up Right.] Well, you 
needn't have spared my feelings. I can make · as much 
money as you. 
TOMMY. You don't have to, now. 
ELLEN. [Turns.] Oh, you mean you waited to tell me 
this till Joe came along! I thought you were jealous of 
Joe. I could understand that. You aren't the least bit 
aroused at the idea of his kissing me- [Crosses down-
stage, drives this at him.] out in the dark-for hours! 
TOMMY. No, I'm not. 
ELLEN. So that's why you've been wandering around! 
That's what you've been figuring out! How nice it would 
be if he would take me off your hands, so you could be 
left alone with your books and match-boxes and litter! 
[Crosses to Left Center.] I suppose any man would do 
as well as Joe. [Crosses back to TOMMY two steps.] 
TOMMY. [Crossing to her.] He's n t just any man, and 
you know that. He's always been in ove with you, and 
you've always been in love with him! [He is angry and 
jealous now.] 
< -.~~ --.r?~6 + x bIt 
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ELLEN . [Crossing Left.] That's ridiculous! 
TO MMY. [Mm1ing toumrd her.] I felt it when I saw you 
dancing together. It was unmistakable. You've just ad-
mittedit. 
ELLEN. [Turns. Crossing to him.] Oh , you can't do that 
now! You can't be jealous now just because you think 
I want you to be! 
TOMMY. I saw you danci ~er-like angels! -
[ELLEN tttrns away.] J saw you go out in that carriage 
together! I saw you tog:e.th~r years ago, when I was 
young enough and dumb enough to believe that I really 
took you away from him. [ E LLEN turns back .] There's 
something that happens when you two dance togeth er 
that doesn't happen when we dance together! 
ELLE N . All right-have it your way. If you want to be 
free, then I want to be free- and I've gone around for 
ten years mooning about Joe- \t\Tell, maybe I have-
maybe I have, because I'm certainly sick of you right 
now! [ kf!!_ids away from him.] 
TOMMY. [Shaking her.] Ellen-Ellen, listen-
ELLEN. Never mind-all right-all right-ALL 
RIGHT! .[She breaks away up Center-suddenly stops 
short as I~r:enrerrt:-eft b1·igh l,y.-] --1- ·-· .. j 15-' :.. (I 1\ ' 
JOE . Oh, 'm sorry-if Il_ [He stops in embarrass-
ment. There is a pause. He has caught only the tone; but 
he sees and f eels the tension. H e is carrying a wrapped 
bottle and a newspaper. H e renwves overcoat, lays it 
on chair up L eft.] 
TOMMY [Crossing down R ight.] Hello. Joe! 
.,.;..._ , ... ............. -... . 
I 
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JOE. Hello! [Pause. ] I brought the rum. [Holds !!l..J!.E.!::. 
tle, sees only their_ backs. Crosses down to coffee table 
Left. Puts bottle on table; holds up newspaper.] Big -
picture of ·wally all over the front page. [Silence.] 
Good picture, isn't it? 
TOMMY. You and Ellen have some rum. 
JOE. The rum's for the punch-later. 
ELLEN. Could I have some-now? [Sits on sofa. up C en-
ter. ] 
[TOMMY exits up Right.] 
JOE. [Surprised.] Right now ?-Sure. [Unwraps bot-
tle; throws paper in waste-basket' up Left.] 
TOMMY. [From dining room.] I'll get you some glasses. 
[Re-enters-crosses Left to JOE with two glasses, then 
goes above settee L eft, glancing at ELLEN.] 
JOE. [Unscrewing the top.] Tommy, old man, I just left 
Ed Keller and Si McMillan. This thing your young 
friend wrote in the magazine. [Pours drink.] I read 
the piece over again. He's got you on a spot, Tommy. 
[Crosses to ELLEN-gives her drink.] • -
ELLEN. Want to drink a toast, Joe?-To Tommy's hap-
piness? 
JOE. [Looks at both of thmt-then crosses down Left.) 
Sure- [Pours himself drink-crosses up-offers toast.] 
Your happiness, Tommy. [They drink a1nid a long si-
lence, JOE nervously finishing his; ELLEN taking a long 
drink, grimacing as the drink burns her throat.] What's 
the matter? What's it about? Maybe I could talk to Ed-
~ it "• 
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TOMMY. No. I don't want that. I'll run my own life my 
own way. 
ELLEN. That's what it's about. Tommy wants to-live 
alone. 
JOE. What? 
ELLEN . He wants to be left alone-
JOE. I beg your pardon? 
ELLEN. Us! Tommy and me! We're breaking up! 
JOE. [Awed, puzzled.] Just befo1·e the gmne-? [TOMMY 
puts books from settee down Left on fireplace bench. ] 
You're both crazy! aybe I better go. 
TOM MY . Not at all! You're not exactly a stranger 
around here. You knew Ellen as long ago as I did. 
JOE. I knew her a long time before you did-and this 
is a fine way to be treating her. 
TOMMY. [Baiting a hook.] Yes, I know. I was just say-
ing I barged in and took her away from you. 
JOE. Oh, no, you didn't. You had nothing to do with it. 
She got sore at me on account of another girl. 
TOMMY. Oh, that's where I came in? 
JOE. Sure! If you think you took her away from me, 
you're crazy. Here, you better have some rum. 
ELLEN. He can't drink this early. 
TOMMY. [Sits settee down L eft.] I don't need any rum. 
Go on, Joe. 
JOE. [Sits Right end of sofa.] Well, lien and I had a 
fight. You weren't in on it. You came in later-
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ELLEN. Joe, do we have to-
TOMMY. It's all right. It's his turn. 
JOE. She said she hated me and never wanted to see me 
again. She threw something at me. She thought I went 
away with this girl-I mean-
TOMMY. Never mind-I know what you mean-
ELLEN. I never said you went. I never said that. 
JOE. Oh, yes, you did-you intimated it. 
ELLEN. No, that was your idea. I thought you were brag-
ging about it. 
JOE. Well, you got awfully mad. I thought you never 
did want to see me again. I guess I was dumb. Brenda 
says it shows you liked me. [From ELLEN ' s e.xp1'ession, 
JOE is reminded of TOMMY's presence,· he turns.] Oh-
sorry! 
TOMMY. Oh, don't mind me. Who's Brenda? Another 
girl? 
JOE. My wife. 
TOMMY. Oh, sorry! 
JOE. Ellen knows her. She's from Cleveland. Brenda's 
always been jealous of Ellen. She found a picture of you. 
TOMMY. What picture? 
ELLEN. I gave him a picture. He wouldn't give it back 
JOE. It's a swell picture. You were wearing that floppy 
hat. Red. 
ELLRN. Blue. 
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JCE. It had ribbons. Made you klok like you were sixteen. 
TOMMY. I've never !een it. 
ELLEN. It wru~ a silly hat. This was ages ago. 
TOMMY. I mean, I've never seen the picture. 
ELLEN. [Angrily.] I threw them all away. 
JOE. [Remembering.] It kind of went down over one 
eye. 
TOMMY. She looks nice in hats like that. 
[ELLEN suddenly begins to cry,· collapses on sofa.] 
JOE. [Rising.] Now look what you've done! 
TOM1{Y. [Rising.] Look what ]iOU've done! Bringing up 
old floppy blue hats! [JOE moveSi-a--ELLEN.] Don't touch 
her! She doesn't like to be touched when she's crying. 
[Crosses to Left Center.] 
JOE. I've seen her cry. I know what to do. 
TOMMY. Oh, you do? 
JOE. She cried when we had that fight about the girl. 
She was lying on the floor and kicking and crying-on 
her stomach. 
ELLEN. I was not ! 
TOMMY. Be careful what you say! 
JOE. Well, I mean I knew what to do. [Crosses to other 
end of sofa.] I picked her up then. 
TOMMY. Well, you're not going to pick her up now. 
I< [Crosses below JOE.] ' 
·- I 
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ELLEN. Will you both please let me alone?! Wiii you 
please go away! 
JOE. There! She wants you to go away." And I don't 
blame her, if this is the way you treat her. I wouldn't 
have stood for it ten years ago, and I'm not going to 
stand for it now. 
TOMMY. [Crossing to JOE a step.] But what are you go-
ing to do? 
JOE. I'm going to get her away from all this! It isn't nice! 
TOMMY. It isn't exactly to my taste, either. [Crossing to 
up Left end of sofa.] I didn't want it to turn out this 
way, but it did: t:ne feeling like a cad, Ellen crying, and 
you acting like a fool. 
JOE. Me acting like a fool? 
ELLEN. Everybody's acting like a fool. [Puts glass up 
Center table.] 
JOE. [Crossing down Right Center.] You've certainly 
messed things up, brother. 
TOMMY. Don't call me brother! [From up Left Center.] 
I can't stand that, now ! [In one step.] 
JOE. If Ellen weren't here, I'd call you worse than 
brother. 
ELLEN. [Sitting up.] Well, I'm not going to be here! 
Please, please, stop-both of you! Nobody has said a 
word about what I want to do. You're going to settle 
that between yourselves. Bandying me back and forth! 
TOMMY. [Crossing to her.] Nobody's bandying you, El-
len. 
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ELLEN. [Sniffiing.] \ I_ know when I'm being bandied! ._ 
[Rises-looks at them .] I don't want either of you! 
You can both go to hell! [Runs upstairs, crying.] 
TOMMY. [Up to stairs. JOE also crosses to stairs. BOTH 
look up, then each looks away.] She means me. 
JOE. She said both of us. 
TOMMY. She was looking at me. 
JOE. How did we get into this anyway? 
TOMMY. You two-stepped into it. You kissed your way 
into it. 
JOE. [Crossing down to below Right Center chair.] I'm 
sorry about that. Sorry it happened. 
TOMMY. You're not sorry i happened. You're sorry I 
found it out. [Crossing to Left of up Center sofa.] Do 
you know anything about women? [Crossing to JOE.] 
Didn't you know what she was thinking about when she 
was dancing with you? 
JOE. No. I don't think when I'm dancing. 
TOMMY. I lmow. You think in your office. Well, you'll 
have to think in your home after this. She likes to be 
thought about. 
JOE. I thought about her. I remembered her birthday. 
I brought her flowers. 
TOMMY. Well, you'll h~ve to keep on bringing her things 
-fur coats and things- She's still young and pretty. 
JOE. I don't get you. 
tl , \ 
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TOMMY. I'm being broadminded. [Crossing Left.] I'm 
taking things in my stnde:-It's the modern way of doing 
things. You ought to know that. 
JOE. [Shrawdly.] What makes me think you're still 
crazy about her and are up to some damn something or 
other? 
TOMMY. Don't be acute. I couldn't stand you being acute. 
[Crossing down Left.] 
JOE. I'm not dumb. 
TOMMY. [Turning back to him.] Yes, you are. [Cross-
ing Right to JOE.] It isn't what I feel that counts. It's 
what she feels. I think she's always been in love with 
you. Why, I don't know. It's supposed to be beyond rea-
son. I guess it is. 
JOE. You just think that because of last night? 
TOMMY. No. Because of what lay behind last night. That 
wasn't just a kiss. That's nothing. [Crosses up Center, 
and turns. J This thing is too deep for jealousy or for 
anything but honesty. A woman must not go on living 
with a man when she dances better with another man. · 
JOE. That's silly. [Crossing down Right.] That's the 
silliest- [crossing up Left to TOMMY up center.] Danc-
ing doesn't mean everything. 
TOMMY. The way you do it does. The things that happen 
to you. The light you give off. 
JOE. Light f I 
TOMMY. Oh, these things are too subtle for you, Joe. I've 
made some study of them. f[urns away.] 
-~·. \ 
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JOE. Maybe all this studying's bad for you. 
TOMMY. All I want to know is whether you felt the same 
thing she felt last night. 
JOE. I felt fine. [ Cross£ng Right.] This is embarrassing! 
[Crossing Left to TOMMY.] A man make~ love to a 
woman. He doesn't talk it over with her husband! 
TOMMY. I'm just trying to be honest. 
JOE. [Crossing below TOMMY to down Left.] You're a 
funny guy. Conscientious. \Vhat does it get you? Like 
this letter you're going to read- Say, is that what 
started the trouble? 
TOMMY. Yes, it's an integral part of the trouble-things 
like that. 
JOE. [Sits R ight end down Left settee.] Well, what are 
we going to do? I mean now? I mean from now on? 
TOMMY. From now on will work itself out. Right now 
you'd better go upstairs and comfort her. She'll be ex-
pecting you. 
JOE. Oh, no. Not me! You ought to know more what 
to do right now. It's your house. She's still your wife. 
TOMMY. [Crossing to JOE.] She doesn't want to talk to 
me. She's just done that. But she oughtn't to be left 
alone right now . .JI9E hesitates.] Well, don't be a big 
baby!! ----------------
JOE. [Crossing Right to stairs, turns.] It doesn't seem 
right somehow for me to go upstairs. 
TOMMY. This is not a moment for cheap moralizing! 
JOE. Well-good God Almighty! [Goes upstairs.] 
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[TOMMY looks_ after JOE then sits_an~ota: up _ (enter~J . 
MICHAEL. Comes in up L eft door as TOMMY sighs 
deeply.] What's the matted-
TOMMY. [Sees him.] Oh! Why don't you knock? Never 
mind- [Rises. Crosses down and paces; -he glar-es up,. 
.stair-s, still.has his glare when he turns back to MICHAEL.] 
MICHAEL. Well, I came back like you said. 
TOMMY. As you said. Oh-never mind! 
----[The two MEN pace, meeting down R ight Center. ] 
-
MICHAEL. Before you start in on me, Mr. Turner, 
please remember that I've bee_n through a lot today. I 
can't stand much more. 
TOMMY. [Pats him on shoulder. ] Thanks. 
MICHAEL. [At Center. Gloomily.] They'll probably do 
something to you-especially if we lose to Michigan. 
You know what Keller did the last time they beat us in 
a Homecoming Game? He ran the flag on his office build-
ing down to half mast. 
TOMMY. [Looking upstairs-distracted. Crossing 
around to ttp R ight Center; then to landing.] Don't 
worry about me. . .~ .. _, 
MICHAEL. Well , I'm feel"ng better. I've put her out of 
my mind. It's ended as simply as that. Drops into chair 
Right Cente1'.] There's a girl who could sit with you yJ t 
and talk about Shelley. Well, I'm glad I found out about 
yyomen. [CRASH upstairs.] Whafwast a . _ _ . ....,.....__~~ . 
TOMMY. I'm sure I don't know, What were you saying? 
[Crosses up Center.] 
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--·-MICHAEL. I say Patricia knew things. lie knew odd 
things like, "A Sonnet on Political Greatness" : [TOMMY 
paces up Left Center.] she quoted that one night. 
Wouldn't you think a girl like that had some social con-
sciousness ? 
TOMMY. [Sits sofa up Center.] hat's the sonnet that 
ends: 
"Quelling the anarchy of hopes and fears, 
Being himself alone." 
MICHAEL. Yes, but when an issue comes up and a man 
has to be himself alone, she reveals the true stature of 
her character and goes off to Hennick's with that foot-
ball player. I saw them-right in the front window-
drinking Seven-Up--he uses a straw. 
TOMMY. [Crossing down to MICHAEL.] Yes, l{_ut he's 
handsome. [Paces.] What is more, he whirls. Frets a 
hunter. He comes home at night with meat slung over 
his shoulders, and you sit there drawing pictures on the 
wall of your cave. [Crosses around Left to down Left; 
then up Center. ] 
MICHAEL. I see. Maybe I ought to sock him with a ball 
bat. 
TOMMY. [Crossing Center.] No. You are a civilized 
man, Michael. If the male animal in you doesn't like the 
full implications of that, he must nevertheless be swayed 
by Reason. You are not living in the days of King Arthur 
when you fought for your woman. [Crossing down 
Left.] Nowadays, the man and his wife and the other 
man talk it over. Quietly and calmly. They all go out to 
dinner together. [Sits Right end settee down Left.] 
': 
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MICHAEL. Intellectually, atricia is sleeping with that 
guy. I feel like going out tonight with the Hot Cha-cha. 
TOMMY. With the what? 
MICHAEL. It's a girl. They call her that. p!hat if she was 
kicked out of the Pi Phi House? She's h'bnest! She does 
what she believes in! And-well, Hot Cha-cha doesn' 
argue all the time anyway. 
TOMMY. Look, Michael, hasn't she got a name? You 
don't call her that, do you? 
MICHAEL. Marcia Gardner. They just call her-
TOMMY. Yes, you to d me what they call her. [Slight 
pause.] 
MICHAEL. [Transformed. ] Patricia's not coming to 
class when you read that letter. She's gone over to the 
Philistines- Oh, Mr. Turner, I wish I were like you! 
Middle-aged, settled down, happily married- . TOMMY 
takes off his glasses and peers across at MICHAEL. ano 
t rough with all this hell you feel when you're young 
and in love. 
TOMMY. [Nettled.] Middle-aged? 
MICHAEL. Yes, you know what Rupert Brooke says: 
"That time when all is over, 
[TOMMY writhes, turns his back.] 
And love has turned to kindliness." 
Is kindliness peaceful? 
TOMMY. Don't ask me. [Two quick CRASj{E _f:r..o.1.1J...-,---'T'-rti'-=i~=-~-=.:::....::, ___ _ 
upstairs bring TOMMY to his feet as JOE enters down 
the stairs, lool~ing u.•o1'n and worried, his ha.ir slightly 
disarranged. TOMMY crosses to JOE. Sharply.] You 
look ruffled ! 
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JOE. [Just as sharply, b~tt a bit absently.] What? 
[The two MEN look each other over.] 
TOMMY. I say-what ruffled you? 
JOE. Do we have to discuss these things in front of this 
boy? · 
MICHAEL. [Rising. Crossing to JOE.] I am not a boy . . 
TOMMY . This is Michael Barnes. [Goes up Left Center, 
looking upstairs.] 
JOE. [Turning to MICHAEL.] Oh, so you're the little boy 
that started all this! I want to tell you that you write 
too much, you have too much to say, you get too many 
people into too much trouble. You've not only got Tommy 
and E llen involved, but me. [Gesturing to TOMMY-
upstairs-to himself.] 
MICHAEL. I don't see how this concerns you, do you, 
Mr. Turner? 
TOMMY. Yes. [Crosses down to Right end of settee 
Left.] 
MICHAEL. What? 
-----JOE. [Waving MICHAEL out. YGoodbye ! 
MICHAEL. [In wordless wrath at being treated like a 
child. ] Oh! [Exits down Right to garden. ] 
JOE. Oh, God, I wish I was in Pittsburgh! [Sits Right 
Center chair.] 
TOM MY. [Eagerly. ] What happened? 
JOE. Well, old man, I guess you're right. She was pretty 
y J f J 
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bitter-about you. She picked up something you'd given 
her and threw it against the wall and broke it into a 
thousand pieces. 
TOMMY. What was it? 
JOE. I didn't see it till after she threw it. 
TOMMY. [Sits sofa up Center.] Oh! 
JOE. Every time she mentioned your name, she threw 
something. Kept me ducking. 
TOMMY. [Sadly.] I see. You want to marry Ellen, don't 
~u? . 
JOE. Well, I always liked her, but I don't like to go 
through so much. [Pause. ] re you sure you understand 
women? 
TOMMY. Yes. 
JOE. Well, whe . Ellen and I had that fight about the girl, 
she threw things on account of me, and Brenda thinks 
that meant she was in love with me. Now she throws 
things on account of you. 
TOMMY. [After an instant of hope.] In both instances, 
she threw them at you, didn't she? 
JOE. [Glumly.] Y eh, I guess so. 
TOMMY. Well, there you are. What did she say when 
you left? What was she doing? 
JOE. She was in a terrible state. I don't think she'll be 
able to go to the game. She may have a sick head:J.che 
for days. What do you do then? 
TOMMY. Get her a hot water bottle. Rises. Crossing up 
Right to dining room.] Cleota !-Cleota i 
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CLEOTA. [Off.] Yes, suh? 
TOMMY. There's a hot water bottle out there in the-
somewhere. [Returning.] Fill it and bring it in, please. 
CLEOTA. [Off.] Yes, suh. 
[TOMMY crosses and sits on sofa up Center.] 
JOE. [Rises. Glances at wrist-watch. Crossing down 
Left.] I don'f want to miss this game. I sort of ~ish 
Stalen dwiecz-wasn't laid up, don't you? [Crossing to 
Center.] 
TOMMY. I haven't given it much thought one way or 
another. 
JOE. [Crossing down Right.] Of course, Wierasocka's 
all right, but Stalenkiwiecz is a better pass-receiver. 
TOMMY. Is he? Why? 
JOE. [Turning to TOMMY.] I don't know why. :{;Ie just 
is. "Why!" [His pacing has carried him to lower door, 
Right. He remembers the vanishing cup and takes on.e 
more look. 'Course they may not give Brenda a divorce. 
rossing Left.] 
TOMMY. I think they will. 
JOE. I don't know. 
CLEOTA. [Enters up Right with hot water bottle and 
folded towel. She hands them to TOMMY on up Center 
sofa.] . s you gotta pain? 
TOMMY. N o.-Oh, thank you. 
[CLEOTA e.t--its up Right.] 
' I i 
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JOE, [Pacing Left.] 
leave her. 
TOMMY. [Rises. Going to him with bottle. k Oh, I'm. not 
going. Here. [Hands him bottle and towel.) 
JOE. [Taking it. It burns his hand.] Ow! 
TOMMY. Hold it by the end. 
JOE. Won't this thing burn her? 
TOMMY. [Impatiently.] You wrap the towel around it. 
[Places towel around shoulders of bottle. C'fl()sses up 
Center, then aown around Right Center chair to down 
Right.] 
JOE. You shouldn't stay here in the house alone with her, 
things being the way they are, should you? 
TOMMY. Please don't worry about that! 
JOE. [Looking at the bottle.] I thought these things were 
different now than they used to be. 
TOMMY. What do you mean, different? 
JOE. I mean better looking-somehow. 
[There is a pause during which JOE tries to wrap th; ·-
towel around the hot water bottle but various parts of ~ ' 
it insist on remaining exposed. Finally TOMMY, who has l 
moved upstage, crosses down to JOE angrily.] · 
TOMMY. Well, why don't you take it up to her? 
ELLEN. [Coming down the stairs.] It's time to get 
started, isn't it? [The two MEN turn and stare at her, J 
JOE still holding the hot water bottle. ELLEN is utterly ~ 
serene, with no sign of tears or hysterics. Washed and 
l 
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powdered, with her hat on, she stands at the foot of the 
stairs, putting on her gloves.] € o you realize what time 
it is? The Kellers will be waiting for us at Esther 
Baker's. We'll leave the car there and walk to the 
stadium. It's only a block. [The MEN are still staring. 
She crosses to JOE.] What are you doing with that thing, 
Joe? 
TOMMY. He was going to lie down with it for a while. 
JOE. I was not! Here! [Tries to hand it to TOMMY. ] 
TOMMY. I don't want it. 
ELLEN. We've got to hurry, Joe. J Takes the bottle from , 
JOE and puts it on sofa up Center.] Have you got the 
tictrets-? 
0 
JOE. Yeh, I've got them. [Down Left to radio.] Say, 
what number is the game on? 
ELLEN. It's around I2IO ~ the dial. [As JOE turns on 
radio and fiddles with dial-ta TOMMY.] Eiure you won't 
go to the game ? 
TOMMY. Oh, no- [With shy politeness.] How are you? 
[DANCE MUSIC is heard on the radio . OE kee s 
dling with dials trying to find the right station.] 
ELLEN. Me? I'm fine. 
[BAND MUSIC is heard on the radio.] 
TOMMY. That's good. 
JOE. [After listening to music.] Well, it hasn't started 
yet-just music. Let's go. [Gets ELLEN's coat from 
hook.] This yours? " 
[WARN Curtain..] _ j 
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ELLEN. [As he helps her into coat.] Yes. 
JOE. Well, is it warm enough? 
ELLEN. Yes. Oh, it's very warm. 
TOMMY. No, it isn't. 
CLEOTA. [Enters with thermos. Gives it to T OMMY at 
Center.] H ere's-your thermos· bottle, Mr.--'furner. -
TOMMY. Thank you. ['[akes it. ] 
[ CLEOTA exits up right.] 
ELLEN. It's a very warm day, anyway, and we'll have the 
laprobe from the car. 
TOMMY. Ellen. [She crosses to him eagerly.] You forgot 
your thermos bottle- You'd better make a note of this, 
Joe. It gets cold in Stadiums late in the afternoon. Ellen 
gets chilly sometimes, so she likes hot coffee. 
[JOE nods, goes to the L ef t door and opens it. ELLEN, 
who has been staring at TOMMY, suddenly throws the 
thermos bottle on the floor, then rushes out, passing JOE. 
JOE looks after her, then comes back to face TOMMY 
threateningly.] 
JOE. Did you slap her? 
TOMMY. No, I kicked her. 
JOE. Well, you must have done something! 
[The radio, which has been playing band 11'tttsic "OHIO 
STATE-JELLABALAD" changes to an AN-
NOUNCER's VOICE . ] 
JOE. [Picks thermos bottle [ 
up from floor, puts it on 
ANNOUNCER'S VOICE. 
[Over BAND .] Well, here 
..___ 
• - .J J 
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down Left table, listens 
to radio for a moment.J 
Here I get her all calmed 
down and you make her 
cry again. I see now what 
kind of a life she has here. 
I'm going to take her away . 
from this and keep her 
away! 
TOMMY. [Shouting.] All 
right! Why don't you get 
started? 
we - are on Midwestern 
field on a mighty fine after-
noon for a football game. 
[Voice quieter.] It looks 
like the Big Day of the 
year, folks. Neither one of 
these great teams has lost 
a game. The Michigan 
squad is out on the field, 
warming up. They look 
even bigger than last 
year.-
JOE. [Topping him.] Because I've got a few more 
things to say to you. :Pirst-! [As he takes a breath, the 
ANNOUNCER'S VOICE comes through clearly.] 
ANNOUNCER's VOICE. Here comes the Scarlet Stampede 
now! [There is a roar of CHEERiNG and the-Band's ··" 
MUSIC swells.] 
JOE. [Turns to radio, then in an agonized voice to 
TOMMY.] My God, they're coming out on the field! 
We'll miss the kick-off! [Turns and dashes out the Left 
door.] 
[TOMMY stands looking after them as 
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ACT TWO 
SCENE II 
The Turner li·uing room, two hours later. It is grow-
ing dark outside. 
TOMMY on settee down Right and MICHAEL in chair 
Right Center , wide apart, facing the audience, so that 
they have to turn their heads to see each other. Each has 
a glass in his hand, and they are sprawled in their seats, 
silent, brooding. The room shows 1:ndications of quite 
a bout: a bottle here, a few magazines flung there, a 
cushion on the floor. TOMMY gets the Scotch bottle, pours 
a little into MICHAEL's glass, emptying the bottle. He 
starts to pour some into his own glass, finds the bottle 
empty so pours some from MICHAEL's glass into his own. 
Throws the bottle into waste-basket. There is a pause. 
MICHAEL. He is probably still running with that ball-
TOMMY. [Pause.] ~ Quiet-quiet!- What time is it? 
MICHAEL. [Looks at wrist-watch, has trouble seeing it.] 
It's getting dark. 
TOMMY. [Pause. ] Do you know the first law of human 
nature? 
MICHAEL. Yes. Self-propagation. 
TOMMY. Not any more. That's gone with last year's 
nightingale. 
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MICHAEL. Gone with last year's rose. 
TOMMY. [Slight pause.] Yes- Defense of the home-
against prowlers and predatory-prowlers- Do you 
know what the tiger does when the sanctity _Qf his home 
is jeopardized? - - · · 
MICHAEL. I know. You told me. He talks it over with 
the other man, qui.etly and calmly. 
TOMMY. He does not. I'm ashamed of you. 
MICHAEL. I think we must have another drink-pos-
sibly. 
--. 
TOMMY. All ri: ht. Hey! Hey! [He is pleased with this 
shouting.] That's the way to talk to 'em. [He puts back 
his head and yells.] HEYYY !! 
.( 
[cLEOTA enters: sh~turn~ o_n the LIGHTS up Ri!Jht.~]"-'- --~-~~F~=::;;~+--'7- ----l 
[LIGHT cue # l. First pipe up, start X-ray down.] 
CLEOTA. [Hurrying down to TOMMY , worried.] Mistah 
Turner, what islt ? ... · 
TOMMY. What do you want ?-Oh, we should like to 
have something more to drink. 
CLEOTA. [Disgusted.] Dey a in' no more to drink. I'll 
make you all some blade coffee. [Exits up Right.] 
TOMMY. [Pause.] What'd she say? 
MICHAEL. Nothing. 
TOMMY. Where was I? 
MICHAEL. Let's see--you were talking about tigers. 
TOMMY. Oh, yes. But let us take the wolf. What does 
i t · 
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he do? I mean, when they come for his mate. He tears 
'em to pieces. [Illustrates.] 
MICHAEL. But we are civilized men.(Aren't we? 
TOMMY. And so does the leopard, and the lion, and the 
hawk. They tear 'em to pieces. Without a word. 
MICHAEL. You ha~ it figured out the other way around 
a while ago. You said we should give up our women. 
[TOMMY stands, falters.] It's better sitting down. 
(TOMMY sits.] ' 
TOMMY. Let us say that the tiger wakes up one morn-
ing and finds that the wolf has come down on the fold. 
What does he-? Before I tell you what he does, I will 
tell you what he does not do. 
MICHAEL. Yes, sir. 
TOMMY. He does not expose everyone to a humiliating 
intellectual analysis. He comes, out of his corner like 
this- [Assumes awkward fighting pose, fists ujJ--1'ises 
-sits quickly.] The bull elephant in him is aroused. 
MICHAEL. [Holds up forefinger.] Can't you stick to one 
· animal? 
TOMMY. No, that's my point. All animals are the same, 
including the human being. 'vVe are male animals, too. 
MICHAEL. [.Stares at him, bewildered.] You said-
TOMMY. [With emotion.] Even the penguin. He stands 
for no monkey-business where his mate is concerned. 
pwans have been known to drown Scotties who threat-
ened .their nests. 
MICHAEL. [After some thought.] I don't think so. 
'I;/ 
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TOMMY. There it is, in us always, though it may be asleep. 
The male animal. The mate. When you are married long 
eno~gh, you become a mate-(.!hink of the sea lion for 
a mmute. 
MICHAEL. All right. 
TOMMY. His mate is lying there in a comer of the cave 
on a bed of tender boughs or something. [Turns to 
MICHAEL for confirmation.] Is that all right, "tender 
boughs"? 
MICHAEL. Yeah! 
TOMMY. [Imitating fish swimming with hand gestures.] 
Now, who comes swimming quietly in through the early 
morning mist, sleek and powerful, dancing and whirl-
ing and throwing kisses ? 
MICHAEL. Joe Ferguson. 
[LIGHT cue # 2. Balcony lights full.] 
TOMMY. And what do I do? 
MICHAEL. You say, "Hello." 
TOMMY. The sea lion knows better. He snarls. He gores. 
He roars with his antlers. He knows that love is a thing 
you do something about. He knows it is a thing that 
words can kill. You do something. You don't just sit 
there. MICHAEL rises.] I don't mean you. [MICHAEL 
sits.] A woman likes a man who does something. All 
ine male animals fight for the female, from the land 
crab to the bird of paradise. They don't just sit and talk. 
[MICHAEL is abnost asleep.] They act. [He has run-
down, now stops, almost asleep. His head jerks GAtd 
wakens him. He removes glasses and blinks owlishly 
.' 
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arou1~d.] I hope I have made all this clear to you. Are 
there any questions? 
MICHAEL. [Rousing.] No, sir. 
[ELLEN and JOE enter up Left. ELLEN goes down Center, 
sees the disordered room, bottles tm the floor, TOMMY's 
and MICHAEL'S condition. MICHAEL and TOMMY rise.] 
ELLEN. Tommy! What in the world have you been do-
ing? 
[MICHAEL holds out glass to illustrate.] 
------
TOMMY. Drinking. 
ELLEN. What for? 
TOMMY. [Crossing to ELLEN.] ti was celebrating. Ellen, 
I have found myself. [Sways }or a second. Surveys 
JOE.] I know now what I have to do. 
ELLEN. Yes, I know. We've been through all that. 
TOMMY. I think perhaps you had better go away for a 
little while. [Waves toward upstairs.] 
ELLEN. I'm going. I'll be down in a minute, Joe. [She 
slams upstairs.] 
JOE. Boy, wasn't that some football game? I'm running 
Wally Myers for President. 
TOMMY. [Beckoning to MICHAEL, who follows him to. 
settee down Left.] Come on. [He and MICHAEL begin ). 
moving furniture to the sides of the room. Move sette_p 
Left to against Left wall.] .. 
JOE. [ C'Fos.se&- up RighLmd ._nf sofa f1/ atches, slightly 
puzzled,_~a~ing tq;lk.] ,Yes, sir, some game, wasn't it? 
f 
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What did you think of Michigan going into the lead 
like that? If Wally hadn't snared that pass-
MICHAEL. vVe didn't listen to the game. [Moving coffee 
table to beft wall. ] 
JOE. You didn't listen to the game? [crosses slowly to 
LejLend of sofa.] 
MICHAEL. No, we turned it off. [Gesture of turning off 
radio.] 
TO MMY. [Crossing to chair Right Center. MICHAEL fol-
lows.] The game didn't last all this time. Where have 
you been? 
JOE. Well, we stopped in at President Cartwright's 
house. 
TOMMY. [They swing Right Center chair, moving it up-
stage a little.] What for? 
JOE. 'Cause Ellen and I were making one last effort to 
get you out of this mess. 
T OMMY. Ellen and you. [TOMMY and MICHAEL get down 
Right end table, MICHAEL on Left end, TOMMY Right 
end.] You would know exactly what to do, wou'nt you? 
JOE. You guys are pie-eyed! 
TO MMY. Did you hear that? [As M ICHAEL swings his 
end of table all the way around up Right, TOMMY looks 
for him-then finds him upstage. They put end table 
down. ] 
MICHAEL. Yes. 
JOE. What's the idea of moving all the furniture around 
like this? 
/ 
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TOMMY. [Crossing Center.] I don't want you to break 
anything when you fall. 
[MICHAEL picks up seltzer bottles down Right Center 
and puts them on end table Right.] 
JOE. I'm not going to fall. 
TOMMY. Yes, you are. l C1·osses to down Right table and 
puts down glasses; crosses Left to JOE, rolling up his 
sleeves. ] I am going to knock you cold. 
[MICHAEL sits Left arm down Right settee-faces Left.] 
JOE. [Kindly. ] Now, Tommy-let's sit down and talk 
this over. 
TOMMY. [Turning to MICHAEL. ] "Talk," he says, to a 
man of action. [Crossing to MICHAEL. ] "Sit down," 
he says, [Crossing back to JOE.] to a tigress and her 
cubs! 
JOE. How in the-? How did you guys get so cock-
eyed? [Crossing to stairs.] r I wish Ellen'd hurry up. 
[Crossing to up Right door.] Cleota! 
TOMMY. [At up Left Center.] Don't cal for help. I could 
take Cleota and you in the same ring ! 
JOE. [Crossing to TOMMY.] Well, what's this all about? 
TOMMY. You crept into this house to take Ellen away, 
didn't you? You thought it was the house of a professor 
who would talk and talk and talk-
JOE. And so you have! J Crossing below TOMMY to Left 
Center, turns back.] I came here to see a football game-
MICHAEL. That's a lie. d·-
# 
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JOE. Why don't you go home? 
MICHAEL. 'Cause I want to watch. 
JOE. Well, there isn't going to be anything to watch. 
99 
TOMMY. [Ass~tming fighter's pose.] Come on, put up 
your fists. - ·- -
[MICHAEL rises, crosses to stand behind TOMMY.] 
JOE. Get away from me, Tommy. [Pushes TOMMY's arm 
which pivots TOMMY around so he faces MICHAEL. ] I'd 
reak yo·u in two, and I don't want to do that. 
TOMMY. [At first to M ICHAEL, then realizing he is fac-
ing the wrong way he turns to JOE.] Why don't you want 
to do thaf?____ --- · ----·- -· ·----------
JOE. 'Cause how would it look if I came here and took 
Ellen and knocked you down on the way out? 
MICHAEL. Maybe he's right. That's a · point of honor, 
...... Mr. Turner. 
TOMMY. Is it? 
MICHAEL. But we could fight him about something el!!e. 
TOMMY. About what? 
MICHAEL. He doesn't want you to read that letter. 
TOMMY. [To MICHAEL.] That has nothing to do with this 
[Realizes it has.]-oh, yes! [MICHAEL crosses above 
TOMMY and JOE to L eft until he is in back of JOE and 
facing TOM MY who is Right Center. ] Going to Presi-
dent Cartwright's house. Trying to make me lose my job. 
JOE. Why would I? 
b_ ll: 
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TOMMY. So you could get Ellen. 
JOE. Now, T ommy, li sten-
(II 
TOM MY. Oh, yes! Now I see I'm going to have to knock 
you further than I had previously decided upon. Come 
out in the back yard. [Pulls JOE who breaks away from 
roMMY.) . 
[MICHAEL pu~hes JOE.] 
JOE. [Turns and strides back to MICHAEL.] Don't push 
me! • 
TOMMY. HEY!! [He lunges at JOE with a badly aimed 
"haymaker."] 
JOE. [Ducks and catches TOMMY to keep him from fall-
ing.] Now look , if you do ever get in a fight, Tommy, 
don't lead with your right. It leaves you wide open. 
TOMMY. Oh, does it? 
ELLEN. [Enters from stairs ·with suitcase, which she 
drops when she sees odd positions of belligerents.] 
Tommy! What's happened ? What are you doing now? 
TOMMY. Fighting. -- . . . 
[The music of the BAND is heard in the distance. 
Through the following scene it grows louder to ELLEN's 
e,:~;it, then dies away as the BAND goes around the cor-
ner and comes up again to medium for the end of the 
Scene.] 
ELLEN. Fighting! What about? [As she comes into 
room.] 
MICHAEL. [Crosses Center.] Penguins. 
ELLEN. What! 
I 
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JOE. [Down Left Center. Trying to explain.] Oh, it was 
all mixed up-about a lot of tigers and a cub. Tommy 
doesn't care what you and I are trying to do! He wants 
us to stay out of it! 
ELLEN. [To TOMMY. ] Oh, I see. That's what you were 
fighting about. 
TOMMY. It wasn't about you.-Point of honor. 
[BAND grows louder.] 
ELLEN. Oh yes, I see. You don't want me mixed up with 
anything. All right. You can pull the house down on top 
of you with your birds and letters and whiskey. Just let 
me get out of-what is all that racket? 
JOE. [Opens the door L eft a cmch-then closes it and 
crosses down Center.] Oh, they're having a victory pa-
rade and they want me to ride in that carriage with 
Wally Myers and the band. [Crosses down Right.] 
TOMMY. [Following JOE.] You attract bands like flies, 
don't you! 
[BAND softer.] 
ELLEN. [As she starts for Left door.] Goodbye, Tommy! 
I'll be out in the car, Joe. Bring my bag, please! [She 
slams out.] -
[The MEN look after her. JOE goes up to stair landing 
and gets bag and crosses to TOMMY who sits down 
Right.] 
JOE. You're getting me in deeper and deeper. I should'a 
taken a poke at you when I had the chance ! 
TOMMY. [Rising. Mad.] Fine! Come out in the back 
yard! [Walks to door down Right and opens it.] 
I 
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[MICHAEL crosses to stand behind JOE.] 
JOE. I'm not c6ming out in the back yard! [MICHAEL 
f!JYheLb.it/1, _ V £!1'Y 'Y!'tad, he turns on MICHAEL.] "Dor{t 
push me!" I said, I don't like to be pushed! - -
TOMMY. [Turns JOE around f acing him.] You said, 
"Don't lead with your right." [He hits JOE on the nose 
with his left fist.] 
JOE. [Pinching bridge of nose and d1'opping suitcase on 
settee.] Ow-w-w! Now you've started my sinus trouble! 
All right, if you want a fight, you've got a fight! [He 
pushes TOMMY outside.] · 
MICHAEL. [Pulls a chair up in front of the door and 
sits watching the fight offstage. He applauds its progress 
of blows.] Hit him! Hit him! [Quotes softly.] 
''And all the summer afternoon 
They hunted us and slew ! 
But tomorrow-by the living God!" 
Don't forget to lead with your right, Mr. Turner!-
[WARN Curtain.] 
That's right! Right in the eye! 
[cLEOTA enters to dining room door. WALLY and 
PA'rJi~come in up- Left laughing-see what's hap-
pening:-']' 
PATRICIA. Michael!! [Rushes over down Right.] 
WALLY. What's going on here? [Runs downstage.] 
CLEOTA. [Up stage of down Right settee.] Godamighty I 
PA TR'I!CIA. Oh-Michael, stop 'them I Wally, stop them ! 
•'· 
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MICHAEL. [Spreading arms wide across door. ] No, 
don't stop themTLet Mr. Tu-rner-alone and ne'll tear him 
to pieces! 
[CRASH otttside.] 
WALLY . Get away from that door! [He hurls MICHAEL 
aside, tipping hint over, goes out down "ighl. r ·. --- --- ------ ·---
PATRICIA. [Runs and kneels beside MICHAEL. ] Michael! 
Michael! 
[ CLEOTA grabs chair in which MICHAEL has been sitting 
and moves it upstage out of doorway. ] 
ELLEN. [Re-enters Left door, calling. ] Joe, are you 
coming? [She sees MICHAEL and P ATRICI.!\:,. ... and looks 
around the room for TO MMY and JOE.] 
MICHAEL. [Sitting on the floor with PATRICIA'S arm 
around him, continues to quote poetry dramatically, de-
claiming toward the open door Right. With rapid fer-
vor. ] 
"And many-a broken heart is here," 
ELLEN. What is it? 
MICHAEL. 
"And many-a broken head, 
But tomorrow-by the living God!-
We'll try the game again !" 
[He tries to rise but collapses.] 
[JOE and WALLY ente1· down Right carrying the uncon-
scious TOMMY. They carry him to sofa up Center. ] 
PATRICIA. [Drops MI.CHAEL in disgust.] Oh, Michael! 
, I .:f 
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ELLEN. [Screaming as she sees TOMMY being carried in, 
out cold.] Tommy!! --------
[The PHONE rings insistently.] 
CLEOTA. [Goes to the phone, picks up the receiver and in 
her usual way says.] frof_e~s:_a~ Turner's res-.i-dence!=..!:_ _________ ~ 
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ACT THREE 
ScENE: The Turner living room. Same as Acts One and 
Two. 
Abott! noon, Monday. 
The room is neat and orderly, but the flowers and 
other signs of festivity have been removed. 
-;-----
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The stage is empty, but the PHONE bell is ring_"'!!::l.~"n~· ------- _ _.,:-..._-::::;:=;-·7""-r.-:-:-:::::-or 
A moment later, the DOORBELL also begins to sound 
insistently. CLEOTA enters from the dining room, wiping 
her hands on her apron, scuttles for an instant between 
the bells, picks up phone. 
CLEOTA. [Into phone. J Stop ringin' dis thing both at 
once-Who?-Ah cain' heah you foh de ringin'. Hol' 
on- [Putting down the receiver, she hurries to the 
Left door and opens it cautiously, bracing herself to pre-
vent a forced entrance. She speaks through the crack of 
the door.] Ah tol' you stop ringin' eve'ything. Ah'm 
heah, ain' I? 
REPORTER's VOICE. (Off.] I'd like to see Mr. Turner. 
CLEOT A. Is you a newspapah? 
REPORTER'S VOICE. [Enters, pushing her back.] Yeh, 
I'm from the Daily Journal. 
CLEOTA. [Interrupting.] He cain' see nobody-he's sick. 
REPORTER. I know-but will he be up today? Is he going 
to his class ? 
107 
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CLEOTA . He ain' goin' nowheah. His haid huhts him. 
H e's sick. Go 'way. [Starts to push him out. He resists, 
so she shoves him away ou t with a "Go way !" She fo rces 
the door shut, bolts it, returns to the telephone.] Pro-
fessah Turner's res-i-dence- Daily what?-You jus' 
was heah- No, Professah Turner ain' talkin' to nobody. 
He's sick in bed with his haid- No, he ain' goin' an' you 
ain' comin'. He ain't not talkin' 'cause he don' wanta talk. 
He jus' ain't talkin' cause he cain' talk.~ 
bolted Left do01' is rattled from outside, then the DOOR- \ 
BELL begins to ring insistently. CLEOTA looks at the 
door angrily and starts for it. Looks back at the phone J 
and mutters. ] What's the matter with dis house ? Will 
you please stop ringin' dat bell? [As she opens door- 1 , 
sees PATRICIA and laughs, embarrassed.] Oh! It's you! / 
PATRICIA. [Entering .] What's the matter? [Puts books 
and purse on coffee-table down Left.] · 
CLEOTA. I thought it was that newspapah again. He just 
left. 1 
PATRICIA. He didn't ~o-he's outside picketing. [Takes 
off coat-hangs it up Left.j-.Where's my sister, Cleota? 
CLEOTA. [Has crossed Right, tU1'ns back to PATRICIA.] 
Upstairs . Miss Patricia, Ah wish Ah knew bettah what's 
goin' on heah. 
PATRICIA. [Coming down. ] Never mind. 
cLEOTA. Mr. Michael jus' left. 
PATRICIA. [Crosses Right to CLEOTA.] Oh. Well, if Mr. 
Michael Barnes comes here again, don't let him in! 
CLEOTA. No, ma'am. [E.xit.~ up Right.] 
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[ELLEN come :fir-om-ups-tairs;· she -zooks depressed.] 
PATRICIA. Hello, Ellen! How's Tommy? Is he still 
asleep? 
ELLEN. Yes, but he tosses around and mutters. The doc-
tor says he can get up this afternoon. 
PATRICIA. No concussion, then? 
ELLEN. Yes, a little. 
PATRICIA. [Crossing down Right, sits settee.] I guess 
when anybody's as crazy as Tommy or Michael, a little 
concussion doesn't make any difference. 
ELLEN. Did you get the butter? 
PATRICIA. Oh, Lord, no-I'll go back. [Jumps up. Starts 
Left.] 
ELLEN. Never mind. I need a little air. [Crosses Left to 
clothes hooks.] 
PATRICIA. [From Right Center.] How's your head? 
ELLEN. [Getting coat.] Oh, all right. 
PATRICIA. Is it? [Sits sofa Right.] Sa~ what is this sec-
ond springtime you're all going through, anyway? 
ELLEN. [Putting on coat.] Tommy won't let me in on 
what he's really thinking about. _f-Ie thinks I'm not smart 
enough to understand it-that's what it comes down to. 
PATRICIA. Oh, a mental problem! I haven't been exactly 
listening at key-holes, but isn't there a Joe Something-
or-other mixed up in this? 
ELLEN. Oh, there's more to it than a fight about Joe. 
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PATRICIA. Pretty good one round here Saturday about 
Joe. You know Tommy was fighting for you in his mid-
Victorian way, don't you? 
ELLEN. Oh, but he was drunk. When he's sober he de-
spises me. [Crossing to Center.J He thinks I'm a dim-
wit. 
PATRICIA. But he wouldn't want you any other way than 
you are. 
ELLEN. Thanks. 
PATRICIA. [Laughing.] I mean you're smart enough for 
Tommy and you know it, and he knows it. 
ELLEN. I'm all mixed up, [Crossing Left up Left Cen-
ter.] I want to go away some place where I can think. 
PATRICIA. Look, this is a new century. You're not Diana 
of the Crossways or somebody. 
ELLEN. [Turns bac!~ to PATRICIA.] ·Well, what do you 
want me to do-stay here when he doesn't want me? 
PATRICIA. No, but if you're going away, go away with 
Joe. Tommy's certainly been throwing you at him. Why 
don't you take him up on it? See what happens. 
ELLEN. [Crossing in a few steps.] tis this advice to the 
lovelorn? Do you think he would come running after me? 
PATRICIA. Well, you've got to quit moping around and 
do something. I thought we Stanley women were sup-
posed to have some resources. [Rises; crossing L eft to 
ELLEN.] Look, your great-grandmother chased her man 
all the way to Nebraska in a covered wagon. 
ELLEN. Well, I'm not going to chase anybody anywhere! 
_ ....... .....:.:......,- ..._.. ...: ,_~~pc-.J:Y.Lr-;-- "l.v.l.lCHdel~ .IJ(fffij . 
[PATRICIA shakes her head violently "No" to CLEOTA 
from above TOMMY.] . 
.. 
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I'm going to talk this over with Tommy, fairly and 
squarely, face to face. [Crosses up Left to door and 
opens it.] 
PATRICIA. "Fairly and squarely!" How did your genera-
tion ever get through the I9~'s? 
ELLEN. [Sadly.] We didn't. [She exits.] 
[PATRICIA sits on sofa up Center,· sighs.] 
TOMMY. [Comes slowly down stai?'S. He wears terry-
cloth bathrobe, and has a wet turl~ish towel twisted about 
his head.] Hello, Pat! 
PATRICIA. [Rises. Worried.] ~Tommy-you shouldn't be 
up! 
TOMMY. I'm all right. What day is this? 
PATRICIA. Monday. 
TOMMY. [Calls off up Right.] Cleota-Cleota! [To PA-
_2!!.9-A.] Can I take this thing off? (Moves doWn.] 
PATRICIA. You're not supposed to. You ought to lie 
down. ___ --·-
TOMMY. [Sits chair Right Center.} I'll just lean back. 
[Does so. Winces.] No-I guess I won't. 
CLEOTA. [Appears in Right door. Sees TOMMY.] Mistah 
Turner-is you up? 
TOMMY. Yes, I'm up. Cleota, don't let anyone in this 
house except Mr. Michael Barnes. 
[PATRICIA shakes her head violently "No" to CLEOTA 
from above TOMMY.] 
• -I. ,, 
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CLEOTA. Yessuh-Ah do de best Ah can. [Exits up 
Right.] . -·--.._ 
TOMMY. Where's Ellen? 
PATRICIA. [Saunters down R ight to settee. Sits.] ~he 
went out to [Teasing.] to get the transfer man-for 
her trunk. 
TOMMY. She's going away? 
PATRICIA. Oh, no. She just likes to call on transfer men. 
Didn't you know that? 
TOMMY. I can't stand irony so early in the day, Patricia. 
PATRICIA. You're all right now, you see. She wouldn't go 
before. I don't know why. 
TOMMY. You ought to know why. Your sister wouldn't 
walk out on anybody when he's down-even when he's 
down with delirium tremens. 
PATRICIA. You didn't have D.T's. You had concussion. 
TOMMY. Seemed more like D.T's. 
PATRICIA. You don't know very much about my little 
sister, do yo~? 
TOMMY. I know a lot more than I did last Friday. [Rises. 
Crossing up to sofa Center. ] I think I will lie down. 
PATRICIA. Why do you have to make everything as hard 
as you can? [TOMMY winces with pain. She rises. Cr.os.S-
in to him.] Do you want another cold towel? 
TOMMY. [Patting her arm.] No, thanks. ,[PHONE 
rings. Lies back on sofa.] Oh, those bells!! 
.. 
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PATRICIA. [Crosses. Answering phone.] Yes?-Who? 
No, Michael Barnes isn't here. 
TOMMY. He was here and he's coming back. 
PATRICIA. This is Patricia Stanley- Yes- Yes- I'll 
be very glad to tell him to call you-if I see him. Good-
bye! [Slams receiver doW'rt.] That was Hot Cha-cha 
Gardner. 
TOMMY. Oh-oh! Why did she call here? 
PATRICIA. [Turns up Right Center.] She said they told 
her Michael was on his way here, but obviously she just 
called for my benefit- So that's where he went Saturday 
night! [Turning to TOMMY.] You had that Hot-that 
Miss Gardner in some of your classes; do you remem-
ber her? 
TOMMY. [Reflectively. Sitting up.] I don't know. What 
does she look like? 
PATRICIA. Well, she-doesn't wear any- [.Gestures.] 
TOMMY. [Lying back.] I only had her in Wordsworth. 
PATRICIA. [Turns Right.] Calling up here! [There is a 
KNOCK at the door up Left ; PATRICIA smiles grimly. / 
She goes up and opens the door. MICHAEL steps in; he 
is taken aback at seeing PATRICIA.] Good-morning, 
Michael ! Come in. 
TOMMY. [Sits u eering over his shoulder.] Yes, come 
in, Michael. [Pantomimes "telephone" for MICHAEL's 
benefit.] 
MICHAEL. [Comes down a little nervously and stands 
near TOMMY.] Igotthe-car for you-[PATRICIA crosses 
-
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to below settee down Right] Feel better now that 
you're up? [Doesn't get the pantomime.] 
TOMMY. [fantomiming.] Yes, much better. How do you 
feel? 
MICHAEL. I feel all right. 
TOMMY. That's good. [Mimics PATRICIA'S gesture.] 
[MICHAEL doesn't get it. Looks inside his coat to see 
what's wrong. PATRICIA turns and catches pantomime.] 
PATRICIA. [Crosses up Left; gets coat, .then crosses to 
down Left table for purse.] If you'll excuse me-
MICHAEL. [Coming down Left to her.] Oh, Pat, wait! 
-I -could I talk to you for a minute? Couldn't we go 
outside there and-
PATRICIA. [Proud and angry.] No. we couldn't go out-
side there. Is it anything you're ashamed to say in front 
of Tommy? 
MICHAEL. [Stiffening.] No. No, I'm not. Only- Well, 
I don't want to get off on the wrong foot again. I'm 
sorry I got so mad Saturday. I said things and did 
things that-
PATRICIA. You certainly did. 
MICHAEL. [Shouting.] Well, I'.m sorry, and- [Then, 
reasonably.] fOh, Pat, you ought to be able to see this 
my way. We just lost our tempers and-weli-Mr. 
Turner and I are in a jam. (1 think you ought to-w 11-
make an effort to understlmd what we' re trying to do 
and stand by us-that is, if you care anything about me 
at all. 
I 
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PATRICIA. [With false sweetness.], Oh, I certainly do. 
I've been standing by-taking messages for you-phone 
calls. I'm so glad we had this nice talk. [Shakes his 
hand.] And before you go, be sure to call ropjfing 
1i·er sweetness, sfie yellS:·] Maple 4307. [PATRICIA 
flounces out door up Left.] 
MICHAEL. [Looking after her.] Maple 43o-- [Crossing 
up to TOMMY.] Did The Cha-cha call here? 
TOMMY. That's what I was trying to tell you. Patricia 
answered the phone. The-Chow-chow-snapped right 
in her face. 
MICHAEL. And I didn't even do anything. [Sits on sofa.] 
I hope. [Looks up miserably.] 
TOMMY. Michael, you're making me nervous. [Maves 
further Right on sofa.] 
MICHAEL. Will you be able to go to the faculty meeting 
tonight? 
TOMMY. I'll be there. 
MICHAEL. They'll be out to get you-I know this is all 
my fault, Mr. Turner. 
TOMMY. Yes, you're certainly the man that lighted the 
match. 
MICHAEL. I just came from the President's office; he 
flayed me alive. 
TOMMY. Are you kicked out? 
MICHAEL. Suspended. 
TOMMY. Michael, tell m
1
e- Are you really a Communist? 
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MICHAEL. Me?-No-I only know one guy who is. I'm 
well, I guess nn -an unconfused liberal. I think I'll go 
to Stringfellow Barr's school in Annapolis and read the 
classics. 
TOMMY. I wonder where J' ll go? 
[ELLEN enters Left with parcel.] 
ELLEN. Good morning, Michael. 
MICHAEL. [Rises. ] Hello, Mrs. Turner! 
"· 
ELLEN. [Sees TOMMY.] · Good morning, Tommy-
[ Crossing to up Right door. Calls. ] Cleota-
TOMMY. Good morning. 
---------.___ 
[ CLEOTA enters up Right.] 
ELLEN. Here's the butter, Cleota. \Vill you make Mr. 
Turner a cup of tea? [Turns back to him.] Would you 
like a hard-boiled egg? 
TOMMY. No, thanks. Nothing hard. My teeth hurt. 
lCLEOTA exits.] 
ELLEN. [,._Crossing up Left takes off coat} hangs it up.] 
Are you waiting for Patricia, Michael? 
MICHAEL. I saw her. I'm leaving town, Mrs. Turner. 
ELLEN. I'm awfully sorry, Michael. 
wALLY's VOICE. [ 0 ff Right.] Pat! Oh, Pat! 
ELLEN. Come in, Wally. [Crossing downstage. WALLY 
comes in down Right.] Patricia's gone .out somewhere. 
wALLY. Oh, I see. [To MICHAEL.] You waiting for her? 
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MICHAEL. [Crossing down Right to him.] That's none 
of your business. Why? 
WALLY. [Crossing in to MICHAEL. Lowers his voice.] 
I know wh_;!-Y-OU did"SafurCJ.ay mght: fhaPswny. [Cross-
ing belryw MICHAEL to ELLEN.] Well, thanks, Mrs. 
Turner.'U just cut across the back way. I'll walk on down 
to the house. [Starts out down Right.] 
MICHAEL. [Stops him.] I think I'll walk along. I want to 
talk to you. 
WALLY. You don't have to. [Pushes MICHAEL.] 
MICHAEL. If I didn't have to, I wouldn't do it. I'm no 
masochist. [Starts otlt down Right and punches WALLY 
in stomach.] 
WALLY. [Stares after him blankly, then follows, furi-
ous.] You don' t have to use words like that in front of 
ladles . .._ ___ _ 
MICHAEL. I ' ll be back in time to drive you to class, Mr 
Turner. [[urns and WALLY bumps into him. MICHAEL 
pushes WALLY mtt down Right.] 
TOMMY. Thanks. 
ELLEN. [Takes tea f rom CLEOTA who has entered up 
Right wilh _cup on tray.] Here's your tea. · 
[CLEOTA GOES OUT.] 
TOMMY. Thanks. 
ELLEN. [With some constraint.], How do you feel? 
TOMMY. Very strange. 
ELLEN. Is everything clear to you now ? 
\ ' 
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TOMMY. [Stirs tea.] Clear in the center. It's kind of fuuy 
around the edges. 
ELLEN. [Crossing down Right,· sits on settee.] I hope it's 
clear enough to give me a chance to say something with-
out your going off on one of your literary tangents. 
TOMMY. I don't do that. 
ELLEN. I know you think I'm not very bright or some-
thing, [TO MMY tries to demur, but she continues.] but 
you must realize that you got me all mixed up Friday 
and that you were even less helpful Saturday. 
TOMMY. That wasn't me, Saturday. That was a drunken 
sea lion. 
ELLEN. I rather liked you as a sea lion. 
TOMMY. Yes, I must have been very funny. Did you ever 
read Hodgson's poem, "The Bull"? 
ELLEN. [Turns to him.] Oh, Tommy! 
TOMMY. It's the story of the defeated male. There is no 
defeat that can be quite so complete. 
ELLEN. You wouldn't admit that this defeat was on ac-
count of- No, it has to be something out of a book. 
TOMMY. When the hull's head is in the dust, life goes on 
and leaves him there; it's a psychological fact. The poets 
understand these things. 
ELLEN. And all the cows react the same way? As if 
they were reading instructions from a blackboard? Oh, 
Tommy, listen to me ..., [~!~~·~_c0rq_~!f..s. __ !_g_~~.:;;;M::..:Y:..:,]~-----""'- (l/'. [D ORBELL rings.] _W ______ __:_..::, 
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TOMMY. The point is, I don't want any pity. 
CLEOTA. [,Entering from dining room.] Miz TurneT! 
Miz Turner i It's dat prize-fightah. I seen him from de 
windah. 
[ELLEN admits JOE Left, who comes in without his old 
bounce; he is worried and restless. CLEOTA stands in up 
Right doonuay, hanging onto every word.] 
ELLEN. Hello, Joe! 
JOE. Hello. [Awkwardly to TOMMY.] Hello. 
TOMMY. Hello ! 
JOE. I'm sorry, Tommy. I didn't hit you hard. You 
slipped and hit your head on a bench. 
[ELLEN sits R ight arm down Left settee.] 
TOMMY. Yeh, I know. What's the matter with your 
hand? 
JOE. You kinda bit me. Ed's out in the car. We just 
chased a reporter away hanging around out there. 
ELLEN. Well, don't let any reporters in, Cleota. 
TOMMY. And don't let Keller in. 
[ CLEOTA nods and exits up Right.] 
JOE. [Indicating wet towel.] Do you have to keep that 
thing on? 
TOMMY. No, I just do it because I like it. (Throws down 
~wel.] · 
JOE. Could I have a little slug of something? I-
r 
.. I JY\ 
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ELLEN. [Rises.] Certainly! Scotch? . 
JOE. Yeh, fine. [ELLEN e,-vits up R1:ght. JOE crosses down 
Right. There is a pause. JOE still wonders about the 
vanished cup.] got the galloping jumps. I can use a 
little drink. Haven't slept for two nights ..• 
TOMMY. Worrying about something? 
JOE. [Turns to TOMMY.] Yeh, worrying about some-
thing And my cold's worse. 
TOMMY. Want some Kleenex? 
JOE. [Irritated. ] No, I don't want some Kleenex. 
[Crossing Left.] Darn reporters been bothering me, too. 
TOMMY. What do they want with you? 
JOE. Oh, they wanted me to pick an all-American team. 
TOMMY. [Incredulously-almost.] Did you? 
JOE. Y eh. Kinda took my mind off things. 
TOMMY. [Sarcastically.] Who'd you pick for right 
guard? 
JOE. Shulig-Kansas State 'feach~rs'. [Crossing to 
TOMMY.] Loek, Tommy, where the Fiell do we all stand 
now? [TOMMY picks up towel, presses it to his head 
again.] Does that kinda throb? 
TOMMY. No. 
JOE. Well, I wanta know where we all stand. 
TOMMY. Oh, let it alone, Joe. It'll 'York out. You and I 
can handle this. I don't want Ellen worried about details 
now. She's got enough trouble with me-sitting around 
the house looking like a hot-oil shampoo-
r 
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ELLEN. [Enters with bottle of Scotch. She pours a drink 
of straight Scotch at table up Right.] There's been more 
drinl~ing in - this nouse in the last two days than we've 
done in ten years. 
[JOE takes off coat, puts it up Left chair; crosses and 
sits down Left.] 
TOMMY. [After a pause.] Ellen, Joe picked Shulig of 
Kansas State Teachers' for right guard, on his All-
American. Isn't that nice? 
JOE. [Reminiscently.] It was kinda hard choo:..ing be-
tween him and Feldkamp of Western Reserve. Both big 
and fast. 
ELLEN. [Crossing with drink .] Here you are, dear-
[She is coOlly oomiious of1'o-MMY's hand which he puts 
out for drinlz; goes on to JOE, who doesn't realize s1h . 
means him.] Dear. [He looks up at her with a start-
looks at TOMMY-takes drink.] 
TOMMY. I don't want any. 
JOE. ~have you got a Pennsylvania time-table 
around? 
ELLE~Cr-ossing up, gets TOMMY's cup and smtcer.] 
wme;:e are you going, Joe? 
JOE. Well, I've got to be in Washington tomorrow. 
ELLEN. That's going to rush me. 
JOE. What do you mean? · 
ELLEN. [Crossing above settee down Left.] Well, Joe, I 
thought you and I might start out late this afternoon 
and go as far as that little Inn at Granville tonight. Just 
( f 
• 
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for a start. [ Puts_teacup .and saucer on down Left table, 
sits close-to JOE.] 
TOMMY. [Rises.] What ?id you say? 
ELLEN. [To JOE.] I think it's the nicest place around 
here. Don't you? 
JOE. I-I-eh- Could I have a little more Scotch? 
[Rises; crosses up Right; gets another drink . ] 
-------- --- - -
ELLEN. I don't want you to get drunk, Joe. 
JOE. I'll be all right-I'll be all right. What time is it? 
TOMMY. Never mind what time it is. [Crossing to EL-
LEN.] ~ld you mind explaining this a little better? 
ELLEN. I'-ll try to make it as clear as I can for both of 
you. I simply have to make a fresh start now, Tommy. 
You understand women; you must see that. I can't stay 
here now. You've made your plans, and now I have to 
make mine. 
TOMMY. Yes-but not like this-not running off to 
Granville! 
ELLEN. All ri 1t, if you're afraid of a scandal, we'll go 
farther away. Put Granville out of your mind, then; 
We'll go directly to Pittsburgh. 
JOE. [Coming down.] Huh? 
ELLEN. It's a very big town. Nobody need know any-
thing about it. 
JOE. [Coming down a step.] About what? 
ELLEN. About us. About our eloping together. 
[Both MEN stop cold. - -
-
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TOMMY. Ellen! 
JOE. [D esperately crossing Center.] But you see-I don't 
live in Pittsburgh. [He 1nakes a large circular gesture.] 
I live in Sewickly. [Gesture-small. ] And my boss lives 
there too. [Starts down Right.] And my mother. My 
mother's not very well. My mother-
TOMMY. Oh, you and your h1other! 
JOE. [Crossing L eft a little.] Besides, it's a Presbytenan 
town. 
ELLEN. You're not being very gallant, Joe. 
TOMMY. [Crossing to JOE.] No. Are you trying to get 
out of this? 
JOE. No, but I come from a long line of married people! 
[TOMMY crosses below JOE to down R ight.] ,.And be-
sides, I'm not going to Pittsburgh directly. I've got to go 
to Washington, [ ~rossing to ELLEN.] and that's one 
place I couldn't take you, Ellen! 
TOMMY. You'll take her any place she wants to go, ut 
she's not going any place! 
ELLEN. Oh, yes, I am! 
~ED. [There is a loud KNOCIC and ED KELLER enters 
/ Left.] I can't sit out in that car all day, you know. · 
JOE. [Takes ED's hat off, puts it on up Center table.] 
Oh, I'm sorry, Ed, but-jees, I forgot all about you. 
[JOE turns to TOMMY~] (I persuaded Ed to come over 
and talk to you before this thing gets too bad. [Leads 
ED down Right Center to TOMMY.] 
TOMMY. It couldn't get any worse! , 
•'--..: 
/ 
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JOE. I mean about the trustees. 
TOMMY. Let the trustees take care of themselves. We 
have troubles of our own. [Sits down Right settee.] 
ED. You'll find out this is your trouble. [ ·J9E goes up 
Left, closes door. To JOE.] Is he able to talk? 
JOE. Lord, yes ! 
ED. [Crossing to TOMMY.] Well, then, listen. We just 
had a trustees' meeting in the President's office. Michael 
Barnes is out, and you're on your way out. You'll be 
asked to resign tonight. 
ELLEN. [Rising.] Oh, Tommy! 
JOE. Ed's trying to help him while there's still time. 
After tonight, it will be too late. [Goes above settee 
Left.] 
TOMMY. [Rises; crossing up Left.] W.hat do you care 
what happens tonight? You wori't be here. You'll be in 
Granville or somewhere. 
[JOE turns away to firefJlace Left.] 
ED. What're you going to be doing in Granville? 
TOMMY. Please don't ask personal questions. 
ELLEN. Do you .mind if I stay a little while, Tommy? 
TOMMY. [Angrily.] Why shouldn't you stay? It's your 
house. 
ED. Sit down, Ellen. [She sits down Left. ED crossing 
to TOMMY at Left Center.] 'Uhere's just one thing you 
can do : c me out with a statement to the papers quick. 
Say you we ' ick. Sey you didn't know anything about 
-
'I 
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Barnes' editorial. iY ou think it's an outrage. You're not 
going to read this Vanzetti thing, and you think Barnes 
is getting what he deserves. That's the only thing that'll 
save your neck. 
ELLEN. [Rises.] Tommy wouldn't say that about Mi-
chael, Ed, and you shouldn't ask him tp. 
TOMMY. Thank you. [Crosses down R ight to settee,· 
sits.] 
ED. All right, then! That's all I had to say. Sta s for_ 
door up L eft.] Goodbye! This is on your own head. 
ELLEN. Ed! Just a minttte, please. [Crossing to TOMMY.] 
I kno that reading this letter must mean something to 
you, Tommy".Something none of us can quite under-
stand. I wish l could. It might help me to understand a 
lot of other things, when I can get away where I can 
think. 
TOMMY. Such as what? 
ELLEN. Such as whA:t is important to you. What you've 
been fighting for. liether it's something you really be-
lieve in and love, or juskxour own selfish pridej~ think 
you got into this just because you were mad at ~~~nd 
that's ridiculous, because now you don't care what do 
or say about it. You're out of that. 
ED. [Coming down Center.] I don't see what she's talk-
-~~ ~~ l !.. 
·--~ ~ ?na_ 
[JOE motions him, to be quiet.] - -0 · · ~ 
TOMMY. All right, I'll try to explain what it means to -;e. ·-----·-~ ~ (/ 
ing about. 
Perhaps originally pride had something to do with this. 
And jealousy. 
. '· 
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ELLEN. And stubbornness- ·-------~·--- -- CS ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ 
TOMMY. And-please. [Rises.} I am trying to say that 
-now-I am not fighting about you and me at all. This 
is bigger than you and me or any of us. 
ELLEN. Is it? 
ED. [Ironically.] It must be a masterpiece. That letter 
must be quite a nice piece of propaganda. 
TOMMY. [Crossing Center to him.]{ Why don't you read 
it and find out? 
ED. I don't read things like that. 
TOMMY. You don't even know what you're objecting to. 
JOE. [At fireplace.] Well, Tommy, why don't you read 
the letter to us, and let us see what it is? 
TOMMY. I'll be glad to read it to you, but I'll read it to 
my class too. [Crosses up Right Center to bookcase.] 
-
ED. [Crossing down.] IY ou don't have to read it to me. I )( 
know what kind of stuff it is. 
[The Left door bursts open, and PATRICIA backs in, 
leaving the door open. WALLY is outside. They talk in 
excited undertones. TOMMY looks through up Right 
Center bookcase. ED removes coat, puts it on up Center 
sofa.] 
PATRICIA. But I can't go with you now! I told you I've 
got to wait here and see what Tommy's going to do. 
wALLY. [ 0 if Left. ] But you're not going to the class! 
You said you're not going! 
PATRICIA. I'm not! I just want to know! ) 
XDL 
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WALLY. [Off.] I'll bet you are going! You're waiting 
here for Michael to go with you! 
PATRICIA. Oh, go away! .[Sees·oTHERS.] Oh-I'm sorry. 
[Crosses down Right.] 
[WALLY enters and crosses down to above settee Left.] 
ED. What's this now? 
JOE. [Grinning.] Hey, fat, you better think twice be-
fore you scrap with Wally here. [TO MMY goes upstairs 
for book.] e's coming in with me at Pittsburgh next 
year. 
WALLY. [Crossing to JOE Left.] AJ ot she cares about 
Pittsburgh! I run sixty-two yards through Michigan 
and all she wants is to listen to Mike Barnes talk about 
his love life. [Crosses down Right.] 
ED. She does ? 
ELLEN. [Trying to stop him, at chair Right Center.] 
Wally, ~ow's Stalenkiwiecz? 
WALLY. He's !11UCh better. [Crossing to PATRICIA down 
Right.] If you knew what I know about that guy 
Barnes-
PATRICIA. I know what you're hinting at! And what if 
he did? It only shows what an intense person Michael is. 
I know that no matter what he did, he was thinking 
of me. 
WALLY. That's disgusting! 
PATRICIA. And aren'~ you a little bit disgusting to men-
tion it? It ought men had some loyalty! [She goes out· 
down Right.] 
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WALLY. [Follo'Wing her out.] Now, listen here- Do 
you know what he did ?-I'll tell you what he did. 
ED. What kind of a house is this? . 
[As they go out the lower door, DAMON , carrying an 
umbrella, walks quietly in the open f ront door and looks 
around, as TOMMY comes downstairs with an open book 
in his hand.] 
TOMMY. [Coming Center.] All right, here it is. Now sit 
down-or stand up-but listen!- [JOE sits on fireplace 
bench Left; ED sits up Center sofa.] Oh, come in, Doc-
tor Damon. You're just in time. 
DAMON. [Closes the front door, comes downstage.] In 
time for what? [Sees them.] Has the Inquisition"moved 
its headquarters? 
TOMMY. I'm just going to read the Inquisition a letter 
from one of its victims. · 
ED. That's about enough of that. 
DAMON. [Crossing down Left.] Gentlemen, gentlemen-
This may not be wise, Thomas. 
TOMMY. It may not be wise, but it's necessary. I think 
you'll have to take a stand, too, Doctor Damon. 
DAMON. I hope not. ! Sits down Left settee.] 
[ELLEN sits end of down Right settee:] 
TOMMY. So did I hope not. I didn't start out to lead a 
crusade. I simply mentioned one day that I meant to read 
to my class three letters by men whose profession was 
not literature, but who had something sincere to say. 
[Crossing Right.] Once I had declared that very harm-
j 
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less intention, the world began to shake, great institu-
tions trembled, and football players descended upon me 
and my wife. I realized then that I was doing something 
important. 
ED. [Sarcastically.] You make it sound mighty innocent. 
Reading Lincoln and General Sherman-and V anzetti. 
What was the reason you gave for picking out Vanzetti? 
TOMMY. [Crosses to ED.] Originally I chose him to show 
that broken English can sometimes be very moving and 
eloquent, but now-
ED. We wouldn't object if this was justa case of broken 
English-it's more than that. -
TOMMY. Yes, you've made it more than that. 
ED. Vanzetti was an anarchist! He was executed for 
" murder. 
TOMMY. He was accused of murder, but thousands of 
people believe he was executed simply because of the ideas 
he believed in. 
ED. That's a dangerous thing to bring up. 
TOMMY. [Getting really mad.] No, it's a dangerous 
thing to keep down. I'm fighting for a teacher's rights. 
But if you want to make it political, all right! r£ ou can't 
suppress ideas because you don't like them-not in this 
country-not yet. [Crossing to DAMON.] This is a uni-
versity! It's our business to bring what light we can 
into this muddled world-to try to follow truth! 
DA MON. You may be right, Thomas,~ut I wish you would 
make an effort not to-uh-uh-intone. 
TOMMY. I'm not intoning-I'm yelling! Don't you see 
J 
I 
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this isn't about Vanzetti. This is about us! If I can't 
read this letter today, tomorrow none of us will be able 
to teach anything except what Mr. Keller here and the 
Legislature permit us to teach. Can't you see what that 
leads to-what it has led to in other places? We're hold-
ing the last fortress of free thought, and if we surrender 
to prejudice and dictation, we're cowards. [Crossing 
Right.] 
ELLEN. [From Right settee.] Tommy, no matter how 
deeply you feel about this, what can· you do?. What can 
any one man do? Except to lose everything-
TOMMY. [Crossing to ELLEN.] I have very little more to 
lose. And I can't tell you what I hope to gain. I can't an-
swer that. I only know that I have to do it. 
[ PATRICIA appears in doorway} down Right} stops and 
listens.] 
DAMON. May we hear the letter-in a slightly calmer 
mood, perhaps? 
TOMMY. Yes, sir- [Crossing up to ED.] This may dis-
appoint you a little, Mr. Keller. It isn't inflammatory, so 
it may make you feel a little silly. At least, I hope so-
[He holds up the book} pauses. ED and JOE get set in their 
seats.] Vanzetti wrote this in April, I927, after he was 
sentenced to die. It has been printed in many newspa-
pers. It appears in this book. You could destroy every 
printed cop:)' of it, but it would not die out of the lan-
guage, because a great many people know it by heart. 
[He reads} hardly referring to the book} watching them.] 
"If it had not been for these thing, I might have live 
out my life talking at street corners to scorning men. I 
might have die, unmarked, unknown, a failure. Now 
.. 
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we are not a failure . Never in our fullli fe could we hope 
to do so much work for tolerance, for Justice, for man's 
understanding of man, as now we do by accident. Our 
words-our lives-our pain-nothing! The taking of 
our lives-the lives of a good shoemaker and a poor 
fish-peddler-all! That last moment belongs to us-that 
agony is our triumph!" [He closes the book. There is 
silence for a 11wment.] Well, that's it- [Crosses up 
Right ,· puts book up Right table.] 
[KELLER is puzzled; ELLEN, who has been moved by the 
letter, looks up in surprise, meets TOMMY's eyes, then 
drops hers. ] 
JOE. [ Uncom,fortably.] Well, that isn 't so bad! That 
isn't a bad letter. 
[DAMON is delighted at this reaction.] 
ED . Is that all of it? 
TOMMY. Yes, that's all. 
JOE. [Rises. Crossing to ED.] Maybe Tommy's right. I 
don't see that it would do so much harm. 
ED. [Slowly.] Yes, it wil~If he reads this letter to his 
class he'll get a lot of those irtd worried about that man. 
Make socialists out of 'em. 
JOE. [Crosses down L eft.] It's got me worri_~d already. 
ED. [Rises.] No- I won't have it- !You fellows are 
trying to defy the authority of the trustees. You sa:v, 
you're going to take a stand. Well, we've taken a stand. 
I wouldn't care if that letter were by Alexander Hamil-
ton. 
{ l 
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TOMMY. [Crossing to ED.] Neither would I. The prin-
ciple is exactly the same. 
JOE. [Speaking hopefully.] Well, then, read something 
else. Why can't you read Hoover? ~ 1 ~ ~ 11 ot.V&\ 
ED. Yeah. 
w ~to'TE. n o o r< 
JOE. He ~a lain f I EfV a lot of good stuff in his 
book. (l lcN!Io 'AI · R 
TOMMY. Hoover can't write as well as Vanzetti. 
ED. [Winces. ] That's a terrible thing to say. You'll get 
in trouble saying things like that. 
TOMMY. [Crossing down Right.] Very likely. 
JOE. [Crossing to ED.] Ed, look-can't we compromise 
somehow? Seems a shame that a little thing like this 
should-
. 'I 
ELLEN. [Rises .] It isn't little! ~oe, you have some in-
fluence around here. ----~-tt;~ TOMMY. I can fight my own battles, Ellen. f' '" 
ELLEN_.d C?a 't say anything any ~-=-~t_::r~:m -~ 1_ , 
your s1 e. If~ 
ED. [Crossing to TOMMY; stopped by TOMMY's line.] -· -- Y-t>it ')~ ~ 
~·Turner, I've heard the letter and-
TOMMY. [?'tn wering-ELLEN. ] Not out of a sense of self- L 
sacrifice or something. ·X /C.~ ~i v~~  
ED. What? 
ELLEN. h, yes, you always know- X r;._ ~ f'(ll... '~ '; 
ED. [To JOE.] po wea1ways have to have women butting 
into this ? ...______ 
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JOE. Ellen isn't women. She's Tommy's wife. 
ELLEN. No, I'm not-_ _ _ _ __ _ 
--- -
ED. [Crossing to TOMMY. ]~o, ;urner, it comes to this-
[ Turns to ELLEN.] Y~no what r Do-you mean to 
stand there and tell me you two r net-. . __ 
TOMMY. Will you please not ask personal questions? 
ED. [Turns to TOMMY.] No. We can't have that in this 
school! 
ELLEN. t's Joe and I who are going away together. 
-- - - ---
ED. [To TOMMY.] Yeh, will you let me-...[Lums o 
ELLEN.] Yo and J oe are going to what! [Crosses to 
JOE Left Center.] hat the-what is going on here 
anyway? 
JOE. Now don't look at me! 
ED. You can't go away with Ellen! 
JOE. I didn't say-
ELLEN. [Sits down Right settee.] (I'Ve might as well tell 
him now. I'm going to Pittsburg~-h-:foe • 
ED. [Crossing back to ELLEN.] Why, you can't do that! 
Why, the newspapers would make Midwestern Univer-
sity look like some kind of a hanky-tonk or something. 
This is worse than that damn letter! 
[PATRICIA crosses up; sits stair landing.] 
TOMMY. Aren't you getting off the subject? [Crosses 
around Left 'toWrxr - ..] _____ _ _ 
ED. No! What kind of a woman are you? 
. 
.-
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TOMMY. [ Crosshtg above ELLEN to ED.] ou come out 
in the back yard! Right out in the back yard! 
JOE. [In a step.] Be careful, Ed! 
[TOMMY crosses down Left.] 
ELLEN. No mo~e fights please! 
DAMON. [Rises .] I think I shall get a breath of fresh 
air. [Goes to door ·up L eft, opens it.] 
ELLEN. We 1, I can't stay here now. 
JOE. Look, Ed, you dc:ni.'t understand. You get things all 
mixed up. 
ED. [Crossing to down Left Center.] Well, I've got this 
much straight-if we can keep sex out of this for a 
minute. (! came here to say to you that if you read this 
letter today yGtLr_e out of this university tomorrow! You 
take this stand and you stand alone! 
DAMON. [Crossing down to ED.] [Mr. Keller, for forty-
two years I have followed a policy of appeasement. I 
might say I have been kicked around in this institution 
by one Edward K . Keller after another-
Eo. There is only one Edward K. Keller. 
DAMON. There has always been at least one. But there is 
an increasing element in the faculty which resents your 
attitude toward any teacher who raises his voice or so 
much as clears his throat. I warn you that if you persist 
im persecuting Thomas Turner, you will have a fight on 
your hands, my friend. 
ED. Do you think that Bryson and Kressinger and I are 
afraid of a few dissatisfied book-worms who work for 
twenty-five hundred a year? 
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' DAMON. [Furious.] These men are not malcontents! 
Some of them are distinguished scholars who have made 
this University what it is! 
ED. !hey':e ade it ~hat it is! ~hat about me? Who's M 
gettmg th1s new s ar.hum ? Who :.aJ.! ht Coach Sprague .~ ....z D / 
here from Southern Methodist? ~ . .:...__ r· ~  A I 
. .- ~A~~ 
JOE. [Crossing to ED.] e means that this thing is bigger ~ 
than stadiums and coac ---·---.- 'J.. h~ f) 
ED. [Crossing up to JOE.] Nothing's bigger than the new 
stadium. 
[DAMON crosses Left to TOMMY. ] 
JOE. Now we've all had a bad week-end around here, and 
you're not helping any. 
ED. Do :you think I've had a good week-end! [Crosses 
LeftCen~ .-
[MICHAEL and NUTSY enter up Left with petition.] 
MICHAEL. [Crossing down Left.]~.::utsy . .,. 
[DAMON crosses to down Left settee; sits.] 
ED. Now what! ----- -
- -- ~ .. 
MICHAEL. We're circulating petitions for Mr. Turner. 
Show 'em, Nutsy. 
NUTSY. [Crossing below ED to JOE at Center.] This one's 
just from I 4tfi A venue ana f e Athletic house. [Turns to 
TOMMY.] We've got three hundred and fifty-seven 
names. 
DAMON. We want no student insurrections! 
----
• 
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JOE. Let me see that hing. [Takes petition from NUTSY; 
crosses up Right-NUTS fo!J:tJw .] --' . ~ D '-. 
ED. [Crossing dow1t Right Center. ] You're wa~ting your 
time with that handful of names. Turner will be out to-
morrow and Barnes is on his way home now. 
MICHAEL. [Crossing to ED.] I'm not on my way home 
yet, sir. 
ED. [Turns to MICHAEL.] Ohhh. o you're Barnes! So 
you're the little puppy that called me a Fasctst-. 
PATRICIA. [Rises,· crossing down between ED and 
MICHAEL. To ED.] ell, the way you're treating every-
body, I think you are' a Fascisf! 
ELLEN. Patricia ! 
TOMMY. [Up Left.] Let her alone. 
ELLEN. Oh, she can stand up for Michael, but I can't 
stand up for you ! Is that it? 
TOMMY. This is-ah-different. 
ED. Do I have to stand here and be insulted by every 
sixteen-year-old child that comes into this room? 
·'X-to 
PATRICIA. I'm not sixteen, I'm nineteen!-.---~----~-
MICHAEL. She'll soon be twenty. 
ED. [To MICHAEL. ) Why don't you get packing? 
MICHAEL. You don't need to worry about me. I'll be fai 
away from here by tomorrow. Come on, Nutsy! 
-----[Crosses up Left. NUTSY exits Left.] 
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PATRICIA. [Starts after hi~.}H you throw him out, I'm 
going with him! Wait, Michael! [Crosses to door Left.] 
- -ED. Are you married to this little radical? 
PATRI CIA. You don't have to be married to somebody to 
go away with him-do you, Ellen? ~
[MICHAEL follows her out.] 
DAMON. [Rises. [;..rossinfJ...!:!f?...b..e ft . I think I shall go 
home, have my Ovaltine and lie down. [Exit Left, clos-, 
ing door.] 
ED. He'll need his Ovaltine . .[..Cw es upstage.l 
JOE. [Crossing to ED.] Say, Ed, look! This thing has 
been signed by Stalenkiwiecz and Wierasocka. 
ED. [Crossing to JOE.] ('Vhat! I don't believe it. [Takes 
petition, looks at it.] - -
JOE. Ed, you ought to have some respect for men like 
Dean Damon and Stalenkiwiecz and Wierasocka. 
ED. They can't do this to me! Two of the biggest men in 
the university signing the Red petition! You, the great-
est half-back we ever had, running away with a woman! 
Why-they'll never ask us to the Rose Bowl now! 
TOM MY. [Crossing up Left.] What is the Rose Bowl? 
ED. [Thrusts___petition into JOE' s hand. ] 'm getting out 
of this house! Coming Joe ? 
JOE. No. 
ED. [Putting on coat.] You can't depend on anybody ! 
I've a damn good notion to resign from the board of 
.- )~ ~ f ~ tfu 
X ..o~ ~~ 
~ 
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trustees. [To TOMMY.] But I'll kick you out if it's the 
last thing I do. 
TOMMY. [Crossing up Left.] Just to make things even-
I'll kick you out. Here's your hat. [Opens door, gives 
him JOE's derby from up Center t~bze: ] _ .. _ 
ED. We'll see! [Puts on hat and stomps out.] 
JOE. Hey, that's my hat! 
TOMMY. Well, get another one. [Closes door.] Well, 
that's that. 
[They look at each other.] 
JOE. Yeh, that's that. [Pause. Crossing down Left.] 
Well, I s'pose Ed will never speak to me again. 
TOMMY. [Takes his own coat and hat from hook, puts 
them on end of sofa. ] I have to go to class. I'll be late. 
[Starts for stairs.] 
ELLEN. [Appealingly. Crossing to TOMMY.] Tommy-
!-
TOMMY. I know. I know. 
ELLEN. You know what? 
TOMMY. I know what you're going to say-but I don't 
want substitutes. I don't want loyalty. 
[ELLEN turns away. ] 
JOE. [Down Left Center.] What's the matter with that? 
TOMMY. Uust don't vvant Ellen standing by like a Red 
Cross nurse because she "Knows l'm-in trouble. -
JOE. I don't know whether you need a nurse or a psy-
choanalyst! 
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ELLEN. I think he's analyzed it very well himself. t isn't 
because you think I don't care, c.::.~_::ause you donT."'. ------ jc lt 
TOMMY. [Crossing down Left to coVe table, almost -~ 4 
bursting. ] I thought we could settle this quietly and 
calmly. 
ELLEN. Quietly and calmly! Oh, Lord! [Picks up lm•a:_ 
ashtray Righ_t table-smashes it on fioor~J 
TO MMY. Now, don't do that! I can throw things, too! 
[Picks up cup down Left table.] 
ELLEN. [Crossing Right Center.] No, you can't-you 
haven't got enough blood in you! 
[TOM MY glares at her, puts cup down coldly-suddenly ( 
snatches it and crashes it into fireplace--1'eaches for j 
saucer.] 
JOE. [Leaps,for TOMMY-grabs saucer from him.] Now 
wait-l~t me handle th~. I don't throw things- I just 
want to say that I came to this city to see a football game. 
ELLEN. [Crossing to JOE L eft Center.] ~o, you 
didn't! You came for me. You haven't been her for- a __ 
ball-game in ten years. You wait till Brenda and you 
are separated, then you come for me! 
JOE. Oh, hell! [ Thro~~~r j11_fiJ:.Nzl ce th , .. wiN.L.aJ 
he realizes this household has affected him, too.] 
TOMMY. [Crossing above JOE to between them down Left 
C ente?·,_des-perately insisting upon his own daom.] 
~'s very smart, Ellen. That's very penetrating. That's 
all I wanted to know. [To JOE.] (S_ubconsciously, you 
came here for Ellen, so don't try to"t:len;z "t 
1 
~· 
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JOE. [Sits settee down Left. { I don't d~things subcon-
sciously! You're full of childish explanations of every-
thing that comes up! 
TOMMY. And you're full of psychological evasions! 
ELLEN. [Screaming.] Oh, shut up! Both of you! I am not ~ _j / . . 
going to listen to any more of this! [[?uns upstairs.] _____ ~ ~~ 
[TOMMY sits sofa up Center-there is a long pause.] 
JOE. Well I'll tell you one thing! I'm not going upstairs 
this time! [Turns to TOMM Y.] If you'd explained what 
you were standing for on Saturday, things would have 
cleared up around here and I'd be in Washington now, 
talking to·.kkes.,. 
TOMMY. Are you still in love with Norma? • 
JOE. Norma who? 
TOMMY. Your wife. 
JOE. My wife's name is Brenda. And you're not going 
to talk her over with me. I can't be alone with you two 
minutes and have any private life left! 
ELLEN's VOICE. [.Qff_upstairs.] Tommy! What did you 
do with my nail file???! 
JOE. Oh, Lord-she sounds worse than last Saturday. 
TOMMY. I haven't got it. [He absently goes through aJ 
pocket, finds it, brings it out. ] Oh! Yeh, I've got it. [He -
starts filing a nail.] . 
JOE. ~'ve gone through more hell here in three days than 
I've &td-with Phyllis in three years 
/ 
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TOMMY. Yeh! [Then he gets it ; rising.] Phyllis? Who 
is Phyllis? [Crossing down to JOE.]. Are you carrying 
on with some other woman in Pittsburgh? You can't 
do this. 
JOE. [Springing to his feet.] I'm not carrying on with 
anybody. Phyllis is my secretary and there's nothing 
between us! 
TOMMY. Then why did you say you've been going 
through hell for three years? 
JOE. [Yelling.] 'Cause you get me all balled up. 
==~-carne -.do'U:!_nstairs_ with _ bag-sets .it down 
TOMMY. [Crossing to ELLEN.] Here- [Hands her nail 
file.] You didn't pack anything ! - - -- - ---
ELLEN. LPuts file in purse.] I've been packed for three 
days! [Crosses up Left~· gets coat, puts it on; crosses 
Right to bag.] 
TOMMY. ell, you can't go with just one suitcase-
There isn't much here, but-there're the books. They're 
yours. Most of them I gave to you. [Turns away.] 
ELLEN. [Putting on hat.] Can I have "The Shropshire 
Lad"? [TOMMY goes to Right bookcase,· looks for 
book.] Isn't that the one that has: [Quotes.] 
"And now the fancy passes by-" 
TOMMY. [Finds book ; brings it to her.] 
"And nothing will remain-" 
MICHAEL. [Sticks his head in door Left. J(You've jus~ . ..___~ 
five minutes to get to your class, Mr. Turner. We'll wait ~ 
for you in the car. 
.. 
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TOMMY. Thanks! [ ~AEL exits, clo!!ngj o.ox. Crossing 
to JOE.] Well, so"long,, Joe~I know you'll get Ellen a 
place of her own for a while anyway. [Crossing to EL-
LEN.] Ellen can take that four -poster money with you. 
I'll have one more check coming, too. [Starts upstairs.] 
JOE. What's "four-poster money"? 
ELLEN . e were saving up to buy a new bed. [Cries. Sits 
on Right settee.] 
JOE. h, my Lord, here we go again! 
TOMMY. [Crossing to JOE.] Why did you have to ask 
what four-poster money is? [Crossing to ELLEN.] El-
len, please. · · 
ELLEN. Oh, go on ! Go on! Put on your coat and comb 
your hair! If you're going to be kicked out of school, 
you can't go over there looking like a tramp. 
TOMMY. All right. [Go es upstairs.] 
JOE. [Pause .] ~ook, Ellen, everything's gonna be all 
right. [Crosses enter:] - . ~ _ 
ELLEN. Is it? 
JOE. [Crossing up Left Center and looking upstairs.] 
t. I wouldn't worry about that guy. 
ELLEN. I don't. 
JOE. I mean he's sure to get another job. He's had more 
publicity than Wally Myers. 
ELLEN. I don't care what becomes of him. 
JOE. ,.[Cwss_e to Center. T¥ atches her for a moment.] 
Come here. [Crossing to her pulls her to her feet.] 
You're still crazy about that guy, aren't you? 
XI.. 
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ELLEN. I'm kind of scared of him. He used to be just 
-nice, but now he's wonderful! 
[TOMMY appu.trs rm stairs i1t tinu to Clfttch the eM of 
this. Very slowly a light begins to dawn upon him. JOE 
sees him but ELLEN doesn't.] 
JOE. [Looks around, sees Victr!!]g,~_g.ets-idea,-f11.1/Js_x.LLEN 
across stage down Left to it.] (I don't think he's so won-
derful! 
[WARN Curtain.] 
ELLEN. Yes, he is! That letter's wonderful. What he's 
trying to do is wonderful. He wouldn't let me or you 
or anyone stop him. Even Ed. 
JOE. e's a scrapper all right, but he can't dance. 
[Puts needle on.] 
[TOMMY comes downstairs. JOE turns on Victrola which 
plays "Who."] 
ELLEN. Oh, who wants to dance now? . ~------
JOE. [They are dancing.] This is important. It's all in 
the light you give off. 
ELLEN. [He dances her Center.] Light? What are you 
talking about? 
JOE. The important thing about dancing is that the man 
has got to lead. [Beckons_to TOMMY who comes on into 
room from stairs.] - · 
TOMMY. [Crossing to them.] May I cut in? [Takes EL-
LEN and dances with her.] ' 
ELLEN. Tommy! Let me go! 
TOMMY. [Shouting.] No, I think you're wonderful too! 
!i 
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ELLEN. You think I'm dumb! Were you listening? 
TOMMY. N<J. 
JOE. [Near door,· mtt-yelling them.] Hey-don't start 
that again! -- - --- -
TOMMY. [Dancing upstage, gets his hat from table up 
Center and jams it on his head.] Joe-why don't you go 
back to your wife? We can send her a wire. 
JOE. Don't worry about me, Brother. I sent her a wire 
this morning. Goes_Qut_Lff!.~·] ___ ______ _ 
TOMMY. [Dances with ELLEN.] Quit leading! 
ELLEN. I'm not leading. You were listening! 
TOMMY. You were yelling. Well, turn! 
ELLEN. [At Center.] Make me turn. [He does and they "" ) 
turn, which brings them down Center. She finally breaks 
it.] Don't be so rough-and put your hat on straight. 
I 
UL.. 
I ) [She straightens his hat.] You look terrible. [She 
throws her arms around TO_M_M_ Y _ _ ~n._d_th_ey !:_i_!_~_!!!_ __ J_,_._ -e-U~-'_T/-)1. 
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